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PULSE ANALYSIS OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION SIGNALS
J. RICHARD HOUGHTON
Dissertation under the.. direction of Professor P. F. Fackman
A method for the signature analysis of pulses ^.n the
frequency domain and the time domain is presented. Fourier
spectrum, Fourier transfer function, shock spectrum and
shock spectrum ratio were examined in the frequency domain
analysis and pulse shape deconvolution eras developed for use
in the time domain analysis. Comparisons of the relative
performance of each analysis technique are made for the
characterization of acoustic emission pulses recorded b^ a
meas^.^.ring system, To demo^istrate the relative sensit^.vity
of each of the methods to small changes in the pulse shape,
signatures of et^mpnter modeled systems Stith analytical
pulses are presented. Optimizatio^'^ techniques are developed
and used to indicate the best design parameters values foy
dec©nv'ol:uti®n of the pu^.se shape. Several experiments .are
presented that test the ^SUIsE signature analysis methods on
different acoustic emission sour^:es. These include ^tcciustic
emissions associated with: a) crac#^ propagatit^n, ` b^ ball
dropping on a plate, c} spark discharge and d^ defective
and good ball bearings. Deconvolut^.on o^ the first few':.
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micro--seconds of the guise train are shown to be the region
in which the significant signatures o^ the acoustic emission
event are to be found. 	 -
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CHAPTER I
IIrITRDDIICTION
^^;
Nondestructive Testing
Nondestructive testing has been one of the most rapidly
growing technical fields. Increasingly, design engineers are
specifying nondestructive evaluations of elements and are
accepting the additional cost of nondestructive testing (NDT)
particularly where there is danger to a structure of fatigue
stress, stress corrosion or catastrophic crack growth. Frac^
tore critical analysis of designs is an important area of
attention at NASA, in the armed forces, and in the nuclear
power industry. A fracture critical component is one where
premature failure would result in loss of the total structure
or shut-down of 'the total system. These components must be
designed and verified safe by two different design processes;
standard design and fracture mechanics design procedures.
An interest in improving the sensitivity, reliability and
ease of nondestructive testing methods accompanies the growth
of facture critical analysis. in designs (1).
Acoustic emission techniques are relatively new in the
fie?d of nondestructive testing and promise tc^ be among the
most reliable techniques far in situ determination of struc^
tural integrity. Following is a summary of the most
^,-.., '^
j
^_3
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^` _r	 {.i
i	 ^^
important techniques of nondestructive testing,.inclu^ing
their methods and their limitations.
	 ,
X-ray photography
This method utilizes electromagnetic radiation trans-
mission through the test piece. The resolution for detection
of a crack or void is limited by: 1) the grain size of the
x^ray film, 2) the orientation of the crack relative to the
xwray film plane, and 3} the thickness of the material
through which the x-rays pass. The sensitivity limit of
crack detection is approximately 3 mm. The 90 percent prob-
ability of detection with a 95 percent confidence level
(90/95 limit) is a 12 mm crack length ^2}.
Dye penetrants
This method is used primarily for surface crack detec-
tion by applying a penetrating dye solution, wiping the ex-
cess off the surface, and then applying a developer solution
to draw the penetrating dye from the defect. The sensitivity
of this NDT method varies with the crack length, 2C, and the
crack depth, a. For an a/2C ratio of 0.5, the detectable
limit is on the order of a 2 mm crack length and the 90/95
limit is 4 mm.
Eddy currents
Eddy current methods detect flaws by permeability
changes on the surface and in the near subsurface. The
field of view is less than given. ba r both the x-ray and
i
..
f
a1_J
!,'
dye gnethads: it is limited to the diameter of the field pro-
jhcted by the detector. The detectable- limit of void ^.ength
xs appri^ximately l mm and the 9U/95 Limit is a 3 mm void
1.engtk^ .
Ultrasonic detection
This method o^ detecting Maws uses a high frequency
pressure radiation transmitted into the test piece. The
radiation may be received by the transducer as through
trans^:ssion or as reflected transmission. The flaws are
detected either by a 1©ss of energy with respect to the
energy received on either side of the flawed area ar by the
reelected energy. The detectable limit of cracks is 1 mm
and the ^(}^95 limit as approximately 2 mm.
Magnetized panic'! es
.A solution with a finely dispersed suspension of rnag-
netic particles ^.s used to detect surface flaws and near
subsurface flans. The solution is poured over the surface
and a magnetizing field is applied to 'the specimen. At a
flaw location, there will be a pe^turbatiozx of 'che flux lines
and the particles in solution will gather around the pertur^-
bation. The detectable limit of cracks is approximately
^. mm and the 9Q/9S ^.imit is 2 mm.
acoustic ernxssion
The accf^zstic emission eA^) method of NDT is used to
detect high frequency pressure waves emitted by the growing
__ i	 ^
^3	 6'
i^
it
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defects. This method has been used to locate the area where
a crack is growir_g, but it has not been used to estimate the
crack site. The sum of the acoustic emission bursts and the
time rate o^ tYr.e eriu.ssiorzs has been correlated with crack
grorath rate in many materials. The AE signals from crack
growth have been associated with dislocation movement as the
plastic zone is growing and is on the order of 2 to 60 x
10-^ mm. A 9 p/95 limit has not been established for the
abi3.ity of this method to locate cracks. vocation of cranks
within -^ one wail. thickness of a pressure vessel has been re-
ported from overload proof tests (3).
There are several reasons why AE measure^rtents are
preferable over other types of NDT tests. The AE signals
are detectable in both the working situation and during the
periodic proof testing, Also, the signals can be detected
remotely from the growing crack by using an array of trans-
ducers. Thus costly disassembly is deferred or even avoided
until it is necessary to view the defect directly with other
NDT tools. Additional reasons for selecting AE measure-
meats are the ^.ow cost of the equipment and results are
immediately available at the time of testing. Because of
the potential for this particu^.ar type of inspection, this
study concentrates on the AE method for flaw characteriza--
tion.
5^ 1.
^;
^;
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Background of Acoustic Emission Research
Researchers are continually developing new methods
for increasing the range of application of acoustic emission,
e.g., in the fields of flaw detection, indirect mechanical
measurement Df flow and monitoring the performance of rotat--
ing equipment. Present acoustic emission emphasis has been
directed toward the understanding of pulses generated during
the propagation of material defects. The equipment, elec-
tronic techniques, and associated science can easily be ex-
tended to the study of acoustic pulses produced by other
types of generating mechanisms, such as rotating equipment
and wearing surfaces.
It has been established by prior research that acoustic
^missivns result from slip-produced pressure waves during
dynam^.c processes with^.n a material. In other words, the
acoustic emission is a transient elastic wave generated by
the rapid release of energy within the material from a local--
ized source.
The first serious investigation of the acoustic
emission phenomenon was performed by Hailer (^}. In 1950
he reported the results of his study on several metals. all
	
'Y
of which e^chibited the acoustic emission phenomenon upon
Loading. He attributed the acoustic emissions emanating from
polycrystalline specimens to slip originating in the grain
boundary interface. Stresses in the specimens were believed
to cause interactions at the interfaces of adjacent grains,
I/ .
1 ^^	 ;
_
^
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'^
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resulting in the emi 55iOns.	 He also observed that the fre-
gt^ency and amplitude of the emissions had characteristic i	 .!;
1
spectra and were related. t^ the stress level fog a given :^
material. ^°#
^ Investigation of the acoustic emission phenomenon in ;,E	 ^;,
^
the iT5A was begun by Schofield (5,6) who did extensile re- ^':^
F
search in the area of defofmatior_ mechanisms as sources of
^
t
emissions af^cer 1955.	 Schofield dxd most of his work on ^
;f
single crystals which were good producers of acoustic emir- '
sions.	 ^iumeraus sources of acoustic emission in meta^.s have '.!
s subsequently been identa.fied.	 Table 1 lists typical material
k.
I factors that influence acoustic emission generation.	 Studies
also indicate that there are no simple characteristic spectra ^;	 ^
of frequency and amp^.i.tude emitted for a material, and that
these were not the important parameters to be used for study '^
of a material.
t
:,
^^
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Recently, studies have been conducted to again analyse ^'	 '•
the frequency spectra of acoustic emissions in metals and
nonmeta^.s (7-11) .	 Beattie (11) suggests that the acoustic
^, pulse contains much mere information than has been extracted '^
i^ by conventional ring-down count analysis and that more re- '{	 -
I!
I^I s fined signal processing techniques can be applied to the i
i^
I
,
^^ pu^.se to obtain additional information about the nature of
,^
^,^
^i the signal . ;,
- Tn a recent special publication by the Acoustic ^_
Emission Working Group, ASTM-STP 505, many authors presented r
,^
^;
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TABLE ^.
Fr'^C`^'DRS THAT INFLTJENCE ACOUSTIC EMISSION GENERATIOI+T
Higher Amplitude AE Pulses	 Lower Amplitude AE Pulses
__
k1 % _
^j
1
i
f
^^
`,`
^;
,#
,j
f
;;
k
7
Laxge grain size Small grain size
Cleavage fractuxe Shear defarsnation
Anisotropy Isotropy
F^.awed Material Unflawed material
'^h^k section Thin section
Twinning material Nontwinning material
Martenstic phase Diffusion controlled
t^ansforma^icins transforma^icins
l,ow temperature High temperature
high strength row strengtH
is3^ts 5tx^3.^ rate LC)w 5t^'a1.7,7. rat2
SOTIR^E,- _Donegan Research, S9 Factc^rs ^iffecting Acoustic
Emission Res^ons^ from . Materials,' ^Ia^eri.als. Research . and
Standards, ^ia^.. ll, ND. 3, Mare 197'lr p. 4-
s
,^
i
i
i	 .
{
1'^
8state-of-the-art papers covering applications of acoustic
emission (12). The transient stress waves generated by the
rapid release ofc energy within a material have been applied
to fundamental studies of the deformation of materials, mate-
rial evaluation, nondestructive testing, and evaluation of
structtral integrity. Modern instrumentation, electronics,
and data processing techniques have overcome many of the dif-
ficulties encountered ^.n the past so that it is no longer
necessary to isolate the mechanical 1_oading system from the
specimens under study to obtain the significant ^E sa.gnals.
Present AE measurement systems
In order to understand and identify the pulses gener-
ated by defects in materials and to associate the pulses with
specific phenomena within the material, an analysis of the
acoustic signal anust be performed. Usually this analysis is
approached from one of two directions : signal (or pulse)
counting ^^r signature (or frequency) analysis. 	 i
i
Signal cotantinq. Much of the research today in acous-	 `'^ .
tie emission non-destructive testing is in counting pulses	 ^! ^
i
enan:ating ftoin a source undergoing plastic deformation (3) . 	 °^ ^
'tL^
All: pulses whose amplitude is greater than some preselected ;.
baselixie noise signal level are counted as a function of 	 Vi i :
time. Either ^^he total. number of pulses or the pulse rate
is used as one variable, and stress or strain and/or same
other mechanical variable are recorded on an X^-Y-Y recorder
--
tt^ get a ch^^.racteristic curve. A family of characteristic	 i
7.
	curves is calf acted and fudged for the influence of the vari- 	
.
able under investigation, such as load or specimen geometry.
Liptai {3) has given a very ^aaeful summary of ^iE tech-
riiques using pulse counting for materials examination. For 	 .^,,.
unflawed specimens of beryllium in a creep test, the follow-
ing relation has been found between the AE count rate, N,
time, t, and steady state applied stress, ^:
N ^ D tM eXpBa	 {1)
where D, M and B are constants.
AE pulse counting has been shown to be useful for the
detection of gnawing cracks. Flaws and cracks act as stress
concentration zones, and plastic deformation will occur be-
fore the average stress reaches the yield stress. Tn frac-
ture mechanics theory it has been demonstrated that the
stresses near the tip of a crack in an idealized solid are
completely contro^.led by a stress intensity factox K.
R = c	 ^^)
where a equals applied stress and. 2a is the crack Length,_
i.e., central type of crack in i^zfini.te plate.. Thus exp^ri-
ments have been conducted to define the dependence of the
acoustic emissions generated in the plastic zone of a crack.
tip and R. The relanon found is
EN = C KP'	 d^7
_^	 ± _
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where ^N is the total number of counts, and C and A are con-
stants. The exponent A varies from ^ for 7075-T6 a3.uminum
specimens (l3} to approximately 8 for beryllium (l^).
There are many other examples where AE pulse counting
is being applied in research on materials failure. In the
bulk of this work the variables ^N and N are measured and
correlated with a physical measurement such as creep, corro--
Sion, crack growth. etc.
53^ature analysis. ^n this procedure, the total
available frequency range of the signals is examined. ^pe-
cific frequency peaks are analy2ed, after their preprocessing
^	 (filtering and shaping} and their storage on a magnetic tape.
i
A `typical' frequency of the generating process is sought,
^	 which can then be used for future identification.i
Graham and Alers (8} developed an experiment for the
analysis of a single AE burst from a growing defect in metal.
The frequency signature from 0 to 2 m^z of a burst was com-{
puted and found to be similar to acoustic 'white noise° with
slight perturbations from pulse to pulse. They reported dif-
ferences in signatures between tensile crack growth, stress-.	
^
corrosion induced. crack growth, and plastic flow.
Frequency analysis techniques used for si^r^al ident=-
fication and signature analysis present several fundamental
problems. There are two major sources of misinterpretation:
-
	
	
1) the frequency response of the transducer and ^) frequency
shifts and mode conversion within the geometry of the
_^	 I	 ! _I_ _1 ^	 I
__	
^^	 W_^
`.'
i	 f
1.J..
structure. Zt is therefore important to consider alternative
	 ';^
methods of signal analysis. ^n particular, a signature 	 }
analysis that models the nature of the pulse in the tiarie
	 '
1
One powerful technique for signature analysis is called	 .,^.^
pulse besting (15) . In this t^rocess Fourier transfer funs-
bons are developed from the Fourier transforms of both the
input amplitude {disturbance source) and the output amplitude 	 "
of the measured signal. If the transaducer transfer function
	 a
could be described adequately, it is anticipated that noise 	 .
:^
and errors produced by the measuring system and external
generators could be minimized.
The Present Study
This dissertation is an investigation of acoustic
emission {^E1 measurement methods for use in nondestructive
evaluation. The orimary ob-iective is to develota a technique
fog• examining AE pulses which could reliably discriminate
between ^lE oulses front noncritical sources and A^ pulses from
a growing crack.
Diftierent methods for analyz?.ng individual pulses by
examination of signatures in the frequency domain and in the
'time domain are. developed and examined. The time domain.
signature uses a deconvolution method which effectively re-
moves the dynamic contributions of the transducer measure-
ment system.
,.	 ;^
_, bi_ ^•^,.
domain is desirable.
1z
This shady also investigates the idea, characteristics
,^
	
'`	 for a transducer and filter measurement system. The optimum
^^ijj
t'
t
coefficients for the AE system described were not tested
	
^`	 experimentally because. 1) the means for manufacturing an
	^'	 optimum transducer are not available and 2) the results ob-
^,
	
^'	 tained with- tha deconvoluti.on ^r^^thod appear to minimize the
^`
5 need to optimize the system for this study.
r
	`.^	 Experimental tests were conducted and the results from
the different ^iE pulses examin^ad. Mathemat^.cal models for
	^	 the components of the measuring system are presented in the
	
^	 equation form and in a Bode frequency plot. Four experiments
were conducted to:
].. evaluate the reg ►roduceability of the pulse record-
ings
2. test the relat^.ve performance of different trars-
ducers
3. test the ability of one transducer to distinguish
between different AE sources, and
4. test the performance of an AE transducer on a ball
bearing test zig for bearings with and without
defects .
The following chapters present the anas.ysis, findings
and conclusions of this study. Suggestions for further re-
search and improvements in the deconvolution method of AE
^.
measurement are also presented.
..	
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CHAPTER IT
ASSESSMENT OF PULSE ANALYSIS METHODS
'{
..,...
Introduction	 ^^
The principal. methods far analysis and evaluation of 	 `_
-	 ' acoustic emission stress waves are the fallowing: 	 l} fre-^
^uency spectrum, 2) total number of acoustic emission counts	 -
fxom atransducer ringdown, 3) count rate, 4} amplitude
distribution and 5) rise t^.me of initial burst.
The count rate and the total number of counts ^.e the
most widely used.	 They have bcaEn correlated with stress
intensity factors, applied stress, number of fatigue cycles,
and applied strain (12}a 	 The present state of the analysis
i
of acoustic emission signals similar to the one shown in
Figures l and 2 has been pr^.marily in the area of simple	 -	 ;^
signal statistics such as the number of pulses above a given
pulse amplitude.
Several. of the available methods for dealing with pulse
analysis have been tested for the^,r relative sensitivity in	 :;
'^ distinguishing between different types of pulses. 	 The word
•	 reported in this chapter is a theoretical analysis of the
pulse analysis methods with. idealized geometrical pulses
!^
substituted for actua3. test pulses. 	 Tbz study described
s,
^;
^`
i^
herein was conducted to find an analysis methva selective
^^ 1,3
^^.
^^
Fig. 1. Acoustic emission pulse from ball bearing rig. 	
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^^
enough to distinguish between separate acoustic emissions
associated with 1) an actively growing crack and 2) extrane-
ous signals of short duration.
A phase of th^.s study was in^.tiated to determine how
effectis^e the available pulse analysis methods are in segre-
gating pulses of different types after they have passed
through an acoustic emission transducer and filter measure-
meat system. Since no adequate model was available to
describe the dynamzc behavior of an acoustic emission pick-
up, a simple single-degree-of^freedom model of an acceler-
ometer was used for the computer nodal. Filters in the macs--
wring system are modeled as a single-pole passive high-pass
filter and low-pass filter. Tne system is shown in Figure 3.
The pulse shapes, which any pulse analysis methods must
deal with, were considered to be l) large changes in the
shape as represented by a triangle, square, and displaced
cosine pulse as well as 2) small perturbations on the pro-
file of a large pulse. The criteria for judging the accuracy
of each pulse analysis method is how well each method identi-
^'ied differences in pulse shapes.
The pulse analysis techniques tested on a triangular
pulse with small perturbations are: 1} Fourier spectrum;
2) Fourier transfer function; 3) shock spectrum; 4) shock
spectrum ratio.
The influence of the measuring system on the pulse
analysis was tested with three different analytical pulses:
^ {'#)
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of transducer, filter, and
recording system.
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displaced cosine, square and triangle. Four^ .er spectrum was
used to analyze the pulse at different locations in the meas-
uring system. Several deconvolution Methods were a3 .so used.
Spectrum Analysis Methods
Four techniques fallow for signature analysis performed
in the frequency domain. Signature analysis in the time do-
main are rise-tiit^e analysis and deconvolution. Rise-time
analysis a.s si.mply a study of the shape of the leading edge
of a pulse. Deconvolution is described later in this chap
ter.
^	 Fourier spectrum
The Fourier transform of a pulse is the most corc^mon
means for characterization of a signature in both destructive
s
and nondestructive testing. The transform of a signal, f{t),
into the frequency domain as F{jm} is:
F {j w} = f ^f {t) exp (^jwt) dt	 (4)
0
where m equals frequency, rad/s and j equals the square root
of minus one. The advantage of this frequency transform is
that it can treat one unique pulse. A requirement in using
this transform is that the detector of the pu3 .se not exhibit
transient decay during the period of the pulse measurement.
When there is a transient decay prabJ.em in the measurement
system, then the Laplace transform equation is used.
.:._	
_	
_	
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Samples of the Fourier spectra that are generated by
a square pulse of duration Tp are shown in Figure 4{a}.
Figure 4{b} is a typical experimental frequency signature of
an actual short durat^.on shock measured with an accelerometer
transducer.	 .^.
To permit rapid visual comparison of pulses, the fol-
lowing normalization process was used.
1. When the pulse width is clearly defined, the
frequency scale was narma.lized by multiplication
of each frequency (F} by the pulse width in
seconds (Tp) ,
2. The Fourier spectrum magnitudes (Y) were norr^.alized
with respect to the size of the pulse by division
of the Fourier magnitude by the absolute value of
the area betweer: the pulse and the zero line.
3. The shock spectrum magnitudes were normalized by
division by the maximum value of the pulse.
A variety of test computations were conducted on pulses
of similar shape but with different heights and pulse widths.
For a particular pulse, whether it be a symmetrical triangle,
an unsymmetrical triangle or a rectangle, the signatures are
always the same without regard to the pulse height or pulse
width when the above normalization procedure is used.
F^.gure 5 presents the Fourier spectrum for a simple
triangular pulse and for a triangular pulse with a 17^ per-
turbation on the trailzng side of the pulse. The sensitivity
of the Fourier analysis technique to distinguish between the
square pulse and the triangular pulse is relatively high, but
the technique does not deal effectively with the presence of
Q.6
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Fig. 4. Four^.er spectrum of two pulses: a) square
pulse input and b) unknown AE pulse input.
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Fig. 5. a) Fourier spectrum for triangular pulse and
b) triangular pulse with a 17^ perturbation on trailing edge 	 ;^
of pulse.
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,^. sma^.l perturbation. The only significant shafts are at	 ^
the nu^.l magnitude frequency FxTp ^ 2, ^ and 6 where small
amplitude signals are present in the perturbated frequency
3
spectrum. It is probable that small amplitude signal d3.f-	
^1	 _.
i
ferences such as this could be masked by system noise. 	 ^:_.
^.
E
A
Fourier transfer function spectrum
i +
A transfer function as defined as a mathematical re-
lationship that relates the output signal to the input signal
of a system and presumes a linear relationship 0 = GI. When
an experimental output variable can be measured for a knoc^m
input variable, it is then possible to derive an approximate
transfer function that is representative of the system. This
approach to pulse measurement situations was suggested by
Clements and schnelle ( l5}, and has been used on a number of
nondestructive testing projects (l6, 1?). The equation that
is used for derivation of a Fourier transfer function is as
followse
^^ f (t}out exp (-j mt) dt
G (jt^)	 ^	 °	 (5}
.	
^^ f (t) in exp (-jwti} dt
o
Samples of the magnitude of the Fourier transfer func-
tion as a function of frequency are shown in the plots of
Figure 6. The output signal as a triangular pulse with a 2^
perturbation of the peak height on the Zeading edge for the
top p1.ot, and a triangular pulse with two perturbations for
g	
9ti
?	 ^t
^^
't
-	 }	 ,
^I
'3
^^
fhe lower plot. The input signal in both Cases wa.s a tri-
angular pulse.
^^
The signature analysis method demonstrates high sensi^-
tivity for detection of these small perturbations. Tf the
^.
input and output signal are identical, the transfer function
i
	'^	 is a straight horizontal line of magnitude 1. The straight
horizontal. portions of the plots in Figure 6 are in the fre-
	
`'^	 quency ranges where there was a significant magnitude shown
on the Fourier spectrum plots of Figure 5. Thus the transfer
	
{	 function is shown to amplify differences in y l and y 2 at FxTp
i
of 2, 4 and 5 which is where yl and y^ are quite small.
The two plots of Figure 6 show the influence of the lo°
cation and number of perturbations on the main pulse by Fau-
tier transfer function analysis, For the example given, the
second minimum of the Fourier spectrum at FxTp = appears to
be the most sensitive to sma11 changes. No analysis has been
i
i
,k
z
3
,;
y
made that would predict this behavior. The Fourier transfex'
function signature is altered significantly when the height
of the perturbation is increased from 2 to 15^.
Shock spectrum	 z	 ^.^^
A shock spectrum is dQfined as follows {1$).
The application of an acceleration shock pulse to the
base of a single-degree-of-freedom vibration system
results in a time response of the mass. ^^'he maximum
value of the time response far a given poise shape de-
pends on the natural frequency and the damping of the 	 `^
vibrating system. The plot of the maximum response of
the oscillator against the natural frequency of the 	 t
oscillator is the shock spectrum of the pulse.
_:
:,
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rig. 6. Transfer function in frequency domain for two
pulses each with different perturbation relative to a simple
pulse: a) 2$ perturbation on leading edge of pulse and b)
2^^ perturbation on both edges of pulse.
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The equation of an undamped system initially at rest is:
t
{^-^ } max -	 - w ^ ^ (^) sin m ^t-^) d^	 max	 (^)0
The relative displacement between osci^.lator mass and
the base for a shack input is norreally ca.lc^^lated by Du-
hamel's integral for linear systems (18}. Apseudo-relative
acceleration is then found by multiplying the displacement by
(natural frequency}^. An improvement on the Duhamel's inte-
gral approach has been developed recently (lsj where the dif-
ferential. equat^.an of motion is salved 3xrectly for the par-
ticular pulse input usz.ng the Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method
{20j. One of the advantages of the Runge-Kutta shock spec-
trum is that the relative acceleration peak values are found
directly and different damping models may be used. The
Runge-Kutta methad is s^.milar to sett?ng up the diff erential
equation on an analog computer and picking off the peak am-
plitude at each natural frequency selected in the frequency
band for the spectrum.
The shock spectrum was derived for a damping ratio of
fl.0001. The resultant shack spectrum for a triangular-shaped
acceleration pulse and the spectrum. far a triangular pulse
with a 5^ perturbation are shown in Figure 7. This methad of
representation of a pulse signature shores only a slight
change in shape between the two pulses for frequencies above
I^'xTp ^ ^. Other perturbations resulted in only minimal dif--
£erencr?s in shoals spectrum, and it ^*as concluded that the
r
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rig. 7. SY^ock spectrum of relative motion for triangu-
^.ar pulse and triangular pu1s^ with a 5 g perturbation (damp-
ing ratio = 0.0001).
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'	 shock spectrum signature does not produce an improvement on ;^
^^
the Fourier spectrum signature. -^
.^	 ^
r^
Shack spectrum ratio
Fal^.owing the approach suggested by the Fourier trans-^ i	 ^
^.'_,fer function method, a pseudo transfer function was derived 'j	 ^^
by dividing the shock spectrum of the output function by the
shock spectrum of the input function as shown in Figure 8.
i
^`	 A sketch of the shape of the acceleration pulses used and
.	 their relative positions in the ratio is shown in the upper
- ^^
left corner of each plot. 	 Tt is apparent from the plots that
i
the shock spectrum ratio is sensitive to a small perturbation
^'	 and when mare than one perturbation is present the plot is
significantly different.
	 An advantage of this method for
signature derivation is seen in the broad peak and low magni-
tude of the deviation, i.e., from l.Q to 1.6, as contrasted - ^
with the sharp peaks over a narrow frequency band for the
Fourier transfer function seen in Figure 6.
	 Also, note for t	 ^
FxTp =^ 2 and 4 where the shack spectrum is low (Figure 7 ^ ,
that the shock spectrum ratio plats
	 Figure ^) is a we11-- ^
^^	
^
behaved function.
.,.	 One application of t}ie FQUrier transfer function and
,t
the Shack spectrum ratio signatures is the definition by
size and location of the perturbation on a larger pu.^se.
	 A -
j
^
-	 series of five test computations for different perturbation
^
heights at the same Xocation on a triangular pulse are shown `
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in Figures 9 and 10. The highest peak with the Fourier
transfer function, Figure 9, occurred at FxTp = ^.5, and the
peak decre.^.sed as the perturbation height increased. The
changes in the peak height with perturbation height was not
:Linear. The peals seen at FxTp = 2.0 did increase linearly
with perturbation height. The shock spectrum ratio results,
Figure 10, showed a peak at FxTp = 2 and 4. These peaks in-
creased linearly with the perturbation height. The shock
spectrum ratio results are considered to be more useful for
the analysis of perturbations. Five additional :omputations
were made with the 15^ perturbat^,on moved across the width of
the pulse from '7.5 to 17.5 of Tp . The results are shown in
Figure 1.1 and it appears that the features of the signature
above FxTp = 2.3 are influenced signif icantly by the location
of the pulse.
Influence of the Transducer on
Pulse Shape Analysis
Graham and A1ers (9) have determined the frequency
spectrum of AE pulses. Their a:esults suggested that it was
possible to detect variations ire the pulse shape for pulses
from different acoustic emissio^i sources, but the frequency
spectrum approach is hampered by an inability to classify how
much the original acoustic signature was modified by filterw
ing and attenuation in the measurement systear^. Typical
charactistics of commerically available AE transducers are
as follows,
.,...
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Fig. 9. Fourier transfer function plots for pertur-
bation of different height located at D.125 Tp from the
leading edge of a triangular pulse.
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1. Natural frequency: between 100 az^d 500 kHz,
primarily because of the good transmission
through the material of pulse information in
this frequency range.
2. Transducer damping: low for extended periods
of ringing ( ^ = 0.01) .
3. Filtering: high-pass for frequencies above
approximately 50 kHz to mask out unwanted back-
ground noise.
An analysis of the modifying influence caused by the
measurement system was made by modeling the transducer as a
simple single-degree-of--freedom accelerometer and a filter
as a single-pole passive filter. This simple model is not
fully representative of an PEE transducer, since laboratory
measurements indicate that AE transducers have many modes of
resonance as would be expected from a distributed parameter
system.
!^athemat?cal Definition of the System
The system ^.s shown schematically in Figure 3. To
avoid obscuring the overall issue and followinct crnventional
usage (21} , the transducer will be modeled by a simple
single-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter piezoelectric
accelerometer. For this study the filters are simple single-
pole and -zero passive networks. Higher order representa-
tions of filters and transducers wi11 be used in later
studies.
E	 l	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i
Model development
Figure 3 shows schematically the mass of the transducer
plus the mass effect of the piezoelectric material (M), sup-
ported by an effective spring stiffness (K) of the piezoelec-
tric material, and internal plus external damping within the
transducer, modeled by an equivalent viscous damper (C), The
transducer is designed to respond to an input acceleration
(force) at the base, Z l (t}^. The force transmitted through.
the 'spring' corresponds to a shear or compressive stress in
the piezoelectric material. A voltage Z 2 is generated pro-
portional to the strain between the mass and the foundation
(or base} , ^., e. ,
z^ = Kpa (x-Z l ), volts	 C7)
where Kp .0 is a constant.
The signals of interest are 2^, the transducer output;
Z4, the system output; and Z5 the reconstructed (deconvolut-
ed) input. Generation of Z 5 (t) is considered Later. Tn
operation form ^^ and Z^ are given respectively by
^2 (t) __	 -Kpu ($^
Z 1 (t)	 D^ + 2^wnD + wn2
and
^^In general the argument (t} expressing the time de-
pendence of the signals will be suppressed for convenience;
retention will be foar clarity or for emphasis, as in Z 5 (t)
below.
«^...
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^^^
Z 1 {t} - (D^ + 2^w 1D + wn2 ) {D +whp ) (D + wlp)
where:
D ^ operator for d/dt
^ = C/2
wn = K M, transducer natural frequency (2Rfn)
whp ^ corner frequency of first-order high--pasts fil-ter (2^rfn )
rule = corner frequency of first-order low--pas^^ filter(2nflp)
Kpu is redefined to include Mr ICpu ^ Rpu/M.
The solution of equation (9) is relatively straight-
forward when the input signal Z1 (t) is simply described
mathematically. When the pulses are irregular in shape and
occurrence, solutions may be impossible (or at least imprac-
tical) to obtain analytically. Accordingly, it is useful to
also employ numerical integration in such cases, and even-
tually in general. After some algebraic ^n.anipnlation of
equation {g}, the system differential equation is:
daZ^ _
	
d3Z¢	 2	
dZZ4
dt^ -{2^wn+whp+mlp) dt3 -ru n +2^wn{whp+wlp)+whPwlP 2
dt
Z
-wn2 (whp+wlp}+2^wnwhpw•^p} dt
d7,
	
-whPwlpwn2Z4-KPuwIP d^	
(It#)
Runge-Kutta integration scheme is used (2Q).
^•
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Dne advantage of this ^rorm is that 'initial conditions'
(residual values from previous pulses) can be handled without
diffa.culty, thereby facilitating treatment of arbitrarily
shaped and spaced signals.
Preliminary system design studies using equation (l^)
to generate Z^ for given inputs ^ l showed the low-pass filter
to be redundant, since the transducer already acts as a low--
pass filter. Therefore a modif ied transfer function exclud-
ing the low-pass filter was used in the studies presented
here. The modified system operator form and differential
equation are, respectively
Z^	 -KpuD
Zl	 (DZ + 2^wnD + Wnz ) {D -i- mh )	
(].^.)
P
and
	
d3Z4	 d^Z^	 2	 dZ4
	
dt3	 - (2^mn + mhp} dt2 - (Wn -^- 2^u^n^hp) dt
2	 dZl	
(l^)
-mn ^hpZ^-Kpu dt
Equations (11) and (12} (or ( 9 ) and { 10) } are used to
determine the fidelity of the data signal Z 4 to the test in-
w
puts Zl by comparing the frequency spectra. To solve equa-
tions (1Q) or (l2), a fourth-order predictor-corrector
^7
Several pulse shape configurations were used to demon-
strate the infxuence of the measurement system on the pulse
i
shape. Three pulses of different shapes with equal pulse
widths were selected for testing. The square, cosine and
triangular pulse are shown in Figure l2. The damping ratio 	 '""'
for the transducer was 0.^1 and the high-pass filter corner 	 ,
Fhp/Fn = 0.1 are reasonably representative of present pulse
counting designs.
The pulse shapes that come out of the transducer-filter
system are shown in Figure 13 in the same x'elative positions
as their input pulses. The Fourier spectrum of each output
signal Zg were computed and are shown in Figure l^. The Fou-
rier spectrums for the input signals would be similar to
those shown in Figures ^(a) and 5(a) for the square and tri-
angle. The distinguishing characteristics of the Fourier
^ectrum for these simple pulse shapes are modified signifi-
cantly bar_passage of the pulse through the measurement s^rs-
tem. The output signal pulse shapes for a triangle and a
cosine can have nearly the same Fourier spectrum. Hence, it
can be concluded that the transducer and filtrating systems
presently used for A^ pulse signature analysis are a mayor
deterrent in the search for a unique signature from AE si^-
nals coming from ^3efects.
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Fig. 12. Three .^sample accelera^.ion pulses input at
the transducer base, Z 1
 vs Time x Fn.
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Fig. ].3. Recorded output of three samgie guises,
se1uence as in Fig. 12, Z 4 vs Time x ^'n.
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DeCOnvGlution method
An alternative to pulse counting and frequency spectra
analysis is time domain reconstruction of the pulse or pulse
train. Tt would be a step fo^v,rard if the transducer and its
modifying effects on the signal could be eliminated by com-
puting the shape of the signal before it entered the trans-
ducer. That is, utilizing recently-developed laboratory-
compatible digital storage units; if one had the correct com-
puter routine, the digitized transducer output could be r.;asi-•
ipulated (deconvoluted)^^ to determine the approximate orig-
inal shape of the pulse at the base of the transducer. Al-
though intriguing, this approach dcaes not appear to have been
reported. To implement the deconvolution idea, a computer
routine is required to manipulate the data signal Z^ in terms
of the assumed or known dominant instrumentation system
pGtrameters. The result, Z 5 in Figure 3, is then a reshaped
time-domain 'pulse' based on the recorded output shape. To
implement this approach equation (12) is expressed in suit-
able finite difference form:
4i
.,
;:
^^
4,
Z^ (i) _ ^ 5 (i-^.)- Kt { wn2mhpZ4 (i)+(w n2+2^cv nmhp) ( ^ 4 (i+l)
Pu
-Z^ (i-1))/^L^t + (Z^^'n+whp) (z^ ( i+l)-^^ 4 4^-)+ ti p (^-^' ^-) )^t^
.^..^.
F^econvolution is defined as identifying an input in
the time domain, given the o^^tput and the system transfer
function.
' r _ ---
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+ { Z 4 (i+2) -2Z^ ^i+^.}+ 2Z^ {^.-^.} - 2 4 (i-2)
 
/2^t^}	 {13)
where i, ^.+1, ..., i-1, etc. represent values at present,
future and past discrete times. I^t is the samp^.ing period,
"thus Z 5 (i} is the estimate of the corresponding 2 1 (t), based
on Z4 (i), which is the signal actually recorded and the only
true knowledge available when real signals are treated.
A typical output from the deconvolution program is
shown in Figure 15. This figure illustrates the deconvoluted
signals that were generated from the original filtered sig-
nals shown in Figure 13. They can be compared favorably to
the original signals that went into the transducer filter
system, Figure 12. Thus, it appears that the deconvolution
process can produce recognizable signals ghat areidentical
to those that input to the transducer-filter-recorder, and
can effectively eliminate the signature identification dif-
ficulties caused by the measurement system.
Summary o^ Evaluation of Signa-
ture Analysis Methods
Four frequency domain signature analysis methods have
been examined and evaluated for their ability to distinguish
features associated with acoustic emission pulses. The Fou-
rier transform method and the shock spectrum method are
shown to be relatively insensitive as to their ability to
distinguish between square, tr^.angular and cosine pulses,
and even less sensitive when asked tv distinguish between
simple pulses and the same pulse w,^th a small perturbation.
r..	 A
{1
i
i^
^'^
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.^^^^^^^
^€ 3
Z^
Z^
p^
0	 B ^	 16
^'lM^xF^
^'ig. 15. Deconvolution of three sample pulses Z5
sequence as in Figure l2.
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Fourier transfer function and the shock spectrum ratio tech-
niques have also been evaluated, in which the output trans-
form is divided by the input transform at each value of fre--
quency. Tt is shown that the Fourier transfer function does
amplify the difference between the simple input signal and 
i
small perturbations on the simple signal, but does so only at
the particular frequencies associated with the near-zero
values of amplitude in the Fourier spectrum. The shock
spectrum ratio does distinguish between diff Brent types of
pulses, between perturbed pulses and between different types
of perturbations of the original pulse. A significant fea--
ture of the shack spectrum is that it does not go to zero at
any frequency. Thus the shock spectrum ratio does not shift
dramatically as seen cvith the Fourier transfer funct^.on. ^f
all the signature anal^rsis techniques examined, the shock
spectrum transfer function is_the most adequate fo*.. analyz-
ing the experimental pulsF•s.
The transducer•-f filter system was shown to have a sig--
nificant influence on the Fourier spectrum, such that the
input pulse shape could not be discernable nor could the
primary output Fourier transform be used to characterize
acoustic emission bursts, even from simple inputs. A decan-
volution system was demonstrated as a means to generate a
new signal that closely representG the input signal shape.
'9
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CHAPTER ITT
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF THE TRANSDUCER AND
FILTER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 	 .,^,.
`	 ^
Introduction
An important consideration in pulse data recording is 	 '^,
the selection of filters (corner frequencies} and transducers
{natural frequencies and damping). This maximizes the infor-
mation output relevant to the input signal and minimizes the
extraneous information in the signal. When commercial AE
transducers are used for sophisticated frequency analysis
experiments, the transducers are built primarily to meet the
specif ications listed in Chapter II. Accordingly, this
chapter proposes to consider the following questions.
1. Can modern optimal design techniques be used to
determine the best AE transducer natural fre-
quency, system damping, and filter frequencies
(high-pass and low-pass) for the frequency
analysis of an acoustic emission pulse?
2. What design criteria should be used? Are there
other methods which could be employed for fre-
quency domain or time domain examination of the
pulses?
3. How much information is lost if a nonoptimal sys-
tem such as the pulse counting system is used for
the collection of pulse data?
Four methods for spectrum analysis of input and output
pulses described in Chapter II can be considered for signa-
tune analysis. The first is the Fast Fourier Transform
45
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approach, which is primarily used in this chapter. The sec-
	
.	 ^
and is a E'ourier transfer function of the output pulse rela-
tive to the input pulse. The third is to calculate the shock
spectrum at zero damping of input and output pulses. The ra-
^	 do of the output and input shock spectra as a fourth method.
Tame domain reconstruction of the pulse may be even more en- 	
P
lightening than the spectral. analyses. This method is to de-^
convolute the output pulse information to the approximate
•	 shape of the original input pulse at the base of the trans-
ducer by differentiation using finite difference techniques.
The method used for quantification of the differences
between the spectra of the input and output pulses is the
statistical standard error of estimate, which is the root-
mean-square differences of a set of data and a reference set.
(Explicit forms are given below an equations (14) and {15).)
Thus, the objective function for the optimal design of the
transducer-falter-measurement syst.^:n is to minimize the dif-
Terence between two pulse spectra j^F selection of the system
design variables; these may be functions of pulse shape, mag-
nitude, and duration. To study the question (l) above, ana-
lytical pulses (e.g., square, triangular, etc.) are used.
i
Among other things, it as shown thai^t^ulse duration does
affect the optimum.
In the following, the criterion is mathematically ex-
f
	 pressed. Results are obtained using an optimal design tech-
nique, described later.
t
^	 _ _	 __
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Design Sta:ateg_y and Criteria
The variables influencing the system response and which
are, to same extent, under the influence of a designer have
already been suggested in the model development and were re-
fated to the system variables following equation (1Q}. They
are:
fn transducer natural frequency (mn/2^r ^ 1/Tn}
^.
^ transducer damping ratio
4
fhp high pass filter corner frequency (whp/2^r=1 /Thp)
flp	 low pass filter corner frequency (mlp/2^r=^./Tlp)
where T is the equivalent time constant,
The independent variables are input pulse width and
shape. Height and rates of occurrence are not considera-
tians, since at tris time perfect resolution, etc. are
assumed. One of the variables can be eliminated and the
solutions made more general by normalizing the filter corner
f:.equenci^s and pulse width (time) with respect to the trans-
ducer natural frequency fn.
A suitable function for evaluating the performance of a
transducer-filter system is the statistical standard error ofd
estimate, since analytical signals of the general type
expected are used far the input Z l . This measure is also
suitable as a criterion for determining the feasibility and
value of optima. system design. With reference to ^'igurc 3.
i'
the statistical standard error of estimate may be expressed
in the frequency and time domains as:
i
^....
i
„=
4^
^:
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^$
FDEV = ^ ^ f ^ (Y4-Yl) 2 d^
0
for the frequency domain where
Y4 W Y4 {jr^) , the Fourier transform of the output Z^ (t)
Yl = Yl(^^}, the Fourier transform of the input Zl(t}
Typically 12 is 50/pulse width. The time domain (defining
e = Z 5 (t) -- Z l (t) ) is expressed as
TDE`T =	 ,l—I, 
.f e 2dt	 ^	 {15)0
In digital form, with
TDEV = ^n^l TEt) ei^ ^	 (l6)
ff..	 i=1
T and n relate to pulse duration. I(t} corresponds to the
time t -^ ^ until any substantial contribution to the value of
TDEV dissappears (typically 50T). The values of these cri-
teria are directly comparable: the lower the value, the
Metter the performance. A flow chart showing the frequency ^
and time dom^?in evaluations is shown in Figure 16 (including
the entry points for the optimal design phase). The sequence
for a frequency spectrum solution is:
..
1. input an acceleration pulse, Zl (t)
2. solve for the system response, Z4(t)
3. normalize the pulses to a maxir^ ►um height of l.d
(l^)
^l
Optimal Design
Phase
Entry Point (with
modified values of
System Parameters)
Initialize Variables
fNPUT: -5amp1ing Parameters
DT, N
Pulse Data Z1{t)
INPUT.-System Parameters
Kpu> ^> fhP/fn, f^P/fn
4a
Solve Transducer System:
Sub. PICKUP
^1 ^	 Z4 zt4(	 )^Att'n RATifl=
Zl
 {t)	 min
Frequency
Spectrum
Time Domain
Analysis Decanvalutian
Normalize Zl Deconvalution
zg to maxima 5u6 RESHAPE
z,^	 -^
Calculate
ZS ^
Freq. Spectra:
Sub. FREQSP
Z1	
^'
Eualuate
TDEV, ez.(15)
Yl	 ,-
Zq	 -*
Y4
Eualuate
FDEV, eq. (l4)
f3UTPUT Results: ^> fhp/fn,
fgp/fn , RADIO, FDEV or TOEV
Plot Graphs
Davidan-
Fletcher
Powell
Algorithm
Penalty
Functions
I:eturn Point
Companion
Subroutine
PICKUP
Runge-Kutta Solution
of System Differential
Equation
^ zi
^' Z4
FREQSP
Fourier Transform
Solution
Y{3w)= Z{t )exp(-amt)d
RESHAPE
Deconvolutian of
output signal,
eqn (7).
y ^^
'" Z5
Additional
cases, if
mare data
	
stop
F^,g. 16. Flow chart for frequency domain and time
domain objective funet^. ©n solution.
fl^r^nv
^^ Pao ^,^ ^ ^
4....	 ^	
,.
k
O
4. fast Fourier transform Z l and Z^
5. evaluate FDEV, equation (].4) ,
The sequence for the tame domain solution {second stage) is:
1. input an acceleration pulse, Zl(t)
2. solve far the system response, Z^(t)
3. solve for the deconvoluted pulse, Z S (t)
4. evaluate TDEV, equation {1^).
Results
The initial thrust of this study was to investigate
frequency spectrum characteristics as a criterion for evalu-
sting acoustic emission data as suggested by the cited inves-
tigators. As will be shown, frequency spectrum comparisons
and straightforward integration of the data signal Z^ were in
many instances inconclusive, even when treated in an optimal
design mode. At this mint the deconvolution idea emerged
and was implemented.
To compare the various approaches, initially a compre-
hensive study was made of a 'typical' system design with
representative input pulse shapes and pulse durations. Thesek
were then followed by an optimal design study based upon the
frequency domain criterion, FDEV. These results are pre-
sented to clearly identify the attributes of frequency domain
criteria (characteri.zed here by the Fourier spectrum) vis-
-a-vis time domain (deconvolution) criteria and the effects of
signal shape and duration. Tn so doing, frequency spectrum
and deconvolution results appear simultaneously, although it
i	 ►
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is to be emphasized that the deconvolution approach was ini-
tiated after viewing the frequency domain results. These re-
sults provided a basis for an opt.3.mal system design approach
and results evaluat^.on, which are described in the appro-
priate section.
General system study results
Results from the frequency domain and time domain pra--
grams are shown in Figures 17 through 22. The design vari-
abler for these figures, ^=0.01; f hp/fn=0.1, are reasonably
representative of present pulse -counting designs. ^ls it
turns out, these tests show a 'bad' design point for fre-
quency spectrum analysis, due to a significant underdamped
vibration of the transducer. Figures 17-19 are fvr short
pulses, and Figures 20-22 are for long pulses, relative to
the transducer time ccnstant 1/f n. The pulse shapes here and
throughout are rectangular, triangular and cosine (1-coswt),
respectively. The figures N(a) show* the input acceleration
pulse Zl with the transducer-filter system response ^^ and
the decanvoluted signal Z^ superimposed.. The figures N(b) 	 ,
show the frequency spectrum Y l of the inpu':. signal Z l and the
frequency spectrum Y^ of the output signal Z^. The values of
the objective functions in bath domains are shown in the
figures .
For short pulses (Txf n^0.3), Figures 17-19, there is
very little di^cference in the systems' outputs Z 4 (t) and
^- .
^.	 ----(s)	 TxF^
W
a
^ O.S
m
0	 ^	 ^ ^ — ^ 3 _... — ^
(h)	 Fhp Fn	 FxTP
Fig. l7. Square pulse: ^ = 0.03.; Fh /F = O.l;
TpFn = 0. 3. a) time domain; b) frequency s^ec^rum.
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Fig. 19. Cosine pulse: ^ = 0.0}.; Fh /F^ = 0.1;
TpF^ = 0. 3. a) time domain; b) frequency d^main.
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Fig. 20. Syuaxe Pulse: ^ = 0.01; F hP/Fn = 0.1;
^^,Pn W $.0. a) time domain; b) frequency spectrum,
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Fig. 21.. Triangular Pulse: ^ W 0.01; Fhp/Fn = Q.l;
TpFn = 8.0. a) -time domain; b) frequency domain.
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frequency spectra Y^ for the three different inputs. The
decanvoluted signal (^ 5 in the (a) figures) fairly well re-
produces each input, although for unknown signals, this
reconstruction may still be inadequate. This is investigated
in the optimal design section.
Figures 2Q-22 show similar results for long (TXfn=B)
rectangular, triangular and cosine pulses respectively. The
system outputs Z^ and Y^ are noticeably distorted, but they
do not show any resemblance to each other as wzth the short
pulses. Here the deconvalution gives very good reproduction
of 'the triangular and c vsa,ne pulses. The effect of ringing
of the transducer is clearly seen in Figures 20 and 21. The
deconvoluted signal. is much less sensitive to this than the
transmitted signal and Fourier spectrum.
^n all cases the values of the deconvolution criteria
TDEV are substantially less than the frequency spectrum cri-
terion FDEV. As these measures are directly comparable, it
is clear that deconvalution approach can provide a more sig-
nificant representation of the excitation, incidentally, in
all these studies, the rectangular pulses were the hardest to
treat mathematically, due to the greater high frequency con-
tent.
Optimal design of transducer-filter system s Because
of the predisposition to investigate the frequency domain
characteristics and the rather disappointing' results as
^ _. .
indicated by Figures 17-22, the determination of optimal sys-
tem desig^x parameters to minimize the frequency domain cri-
terion FDEV of equation (la} was undertaken.
Accordingly, FDEV is now a design objective function to
be minimized by selection of same combination of the system
design variables, for a given input signal Z l characterized
by shape and duration (ratioed to fn). The necessary rela-
tionship (model) is determined by the appropriate dynamical
equation, one of squat:; on {10) through (13) . From before,
the design variables are:
	
fn	transducer natural frequency (dominant)
	
^	 transducer damping ratio {dominant)
	
fhp	 high-pass filter corner frequency
	
f 1p	 low-pass filter corner frequency.
The optimization procedure used here is the Davidon-
Fletcher-Powell (DFP) variable-metric algorithm for minimiza-
tion of an unconstrained function {22}. Thus, any con-
straints must be treated in an indirect manner, e.g., by pen-
alty functions. The DFP method was selected because of a
good reputation for rapid convergence to a minimum value of
the objective function in a large number of cases. Since the 	 _
objective function calculation for the transducer-filter sys-
tem is rather lengthy, rapid convergence to a good answer i^
important from an economic point of view.
From practical considerations, there may be constraints
upon the design variables, e.g., non-negativity, reasonable
.	 : ELI
._	 ^
limits, etc. A practical. concern in transducer-filter sys-
tems is the attenuation of the signal.. Accordingly, a mini-
mum tolerable output/input signal ratio in the range con-
cerned is specified. After observing several design solu--
tions during the program development stage, it was arbitrar-
ily decided that any solution with a signal ratio below 10^
would be unacceptable.
The design limits and associated penalty functions, qn,
worn expressed as follows:
D.0 for D.D<^< 2.D
gl
^^, otherwise
0.0 for D.05<fhp/fn<Z.0
g 2 `^	 g	 (17}(f hp/fn ) otherwise
D.0 for 4,5<flp/fn
g^.. (flp/fn) ..otherwise
In the studies, the input pulse shape and time duration
were fixed for each optimization run. A range of pulse
shapes and durations were run. The flow chart of Figure 16
1
shows the general approach.
Results for frequency domain criterion. Minimizations
of FDE'd of equation (l4} with the appended penalty functions
of equations { 17 ) using the ^FP algorithm w_th short anti long
square pulses - T = .3/fn and 8.0/f n respectively, were under-
taken. However, the ob^cctive function field was essentially
^	 ..	
a
Vflat with no clear minima. Furthermore, FDEp was large
indicating a poor fit. This can be inferred from the (b)
plots in Figure:; 17-22, and is seen even more clearly in Fi--
gure 23, which shows the objective function variation for
three lines drawn through the field of FDEV for a short
duration square pulse, Txf n = 0.3. The field is quite flat 1
with a slight gradient towards higher values of the design
variables. To a slight extent this is a function of the test
pulse shape. The results for longer pulses and different
shapes showed similar patterns. Figure 23 also shows the
ineffectiveness of the law-pass filter which was still in the
syste^:..
Consequently, these approaches were not considered to
give better solutions to the problem. Trials with the other
frequency domain analysis approaches mentioned previously did
not appear to be substantially more definitive than the Fou-
rier spectrum analysis and were not pursued. Some general
study results akin to Figures 17-22 fc^r other frequency
domain measures were presented in Chapter IZ with the same
overall conclusion.
Tt may be premature to d^.smiss all such procedures for
AF poise analysis, but there seemed no reason to pursue them
here as design criteria. As is well known, selection of
meaningful design criteria is vital to achieving valid opti-
mal design and performance.
F
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Fig. 23. Frequency dnanain objective function field
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^timal design for deconvolution criterion. Chrono-
logically, it was at this point that the deconvolution ap-
proach emerged and that the composite results of Figures 17-
22 were completed for that set of transducer variables.
Optimal system design for deconvolution used TDEV of
equation {15) as the objective function (to be minimized} and'
the penalty functions of equations {17} to reflect the con-
straints. Comprehensive results are given in Table 2 (with
annotations) and Figures 24-25 for a range of pulse shapes
and durations. The morE^ exhaustive studies of Figure 2a were
made with triangular and cosine input pulses, lengths from
d.3/fn to 20/f n . Because of generally similar results and
the relatively greater computational effort required with
rectangular pulses, fewer studies were made with long rec-
tangular pulses.
The design strategy was to initiate the search using
known typical designs and signals, for which the results of
Figures 17-22 provided the basis. Because of the lengthy
computations, subsequent searches were initiated at these
'better' points using finer criteria for locating the opti- I
mum_ The general trend of coarse vs precise optima can be
seen in Table 2. Note that in Table 2 and in Figures 17-22,
25, that the magnitude of the objective TDEV are low for noz^-
optimiz^:d designs, the passible exception being the shore
square pulse and very lightly damped system in Figure 17_
,.._.._i:^.,	 .
O!^
M ^^f
1^ i^+^ TABI^ c
pPTIMAL bESIGN FOR AECONV'OLUTION SUMMARY
Pulse 7'*fn Initial values Final values No. of
Shape C fhp/fn TOEV ^ ^ fhp /fn TgE1l* Iterations {Notes}, Camnents
CaSine 0.3 .O1 .1 .08D7 {1}Eig. 19
0.3 2.0 0.9 0.00756 1.63 7.60 0,00756 1 Flat field
1.0 7.8 O.Ol 0.00753 -0,013 1.73 0.00722 3 Strange: T pulse ^ llfn
3.0 1.R D^.Oi D.00745 2.01 1.94 0.00740 6
7.0 7.8 D.^?1 0.00735 1.96 1.43 0.00110 l No improvement
8.0 .O1 .1 .0156 {1) Fig. 22
8.D 2.t^ 0.9 O.OD119 1.81 1.15 0.00113 8
1 q .D i.8 0.0T O.DDl95. 1.44 0.88 0.000968 7
1 q .0 1.5 0.7 0.000982 1.x.4 0.88 O.OD0968 7 Confirmation Test
13.0 1.8 1.8 O.ODg960 1.96 ].90 D.000255 6
17.0 3.8 ^.ql O.Og131 1.71 1.06 0.000268 4
17.0 7.5 0.9 0.00044 1.71 1.06 0.000266 5 Confirmation Test
20.0 7.5 0.9 0.000462 1.45 0.87 0.000252 ^	 4
Triangular 0.3 .Oi .1 0.0637 1.9i 1.98 4.0068 (7)Fi
	 18	 '
1.0 l.8 0.01 0.00682 -D.03 1.89 O.OD661 7 Strange: T pulse = 1/fn
3.0 1,8 0.01 0.00671 1.85 2.00 0.00666 ^	 6
7,0 1.8 0.01 0.00393 1.97 1.49 0.00783 8
8.0 .Oi .] i.55 1.58 0.0018 {7} Fig. 21
10.0 1.8 O.D1 1.206 1.206 0.00160 2 Incomplete: Time limit
17.0 1.6 0.01 O.00l14 ],46 1.46 0.000614 7
20.0 1.6 0.01 0.00128 1.40 0.94 0.000635 6
Square 0.3 ,O1 .1 0.155 (1} Fig. i7
0.3 2.0 0.9 0.0573 2.0 D.9 0.0537 7 Flat field
8.0 .O1 .1 .D3i4 {1} Fig. 20
8.0 .O1 .1 ..0314 1.66 1.43 .0262 ^,g,	 25
8.0 'x.01 0.01 0.0499 1.93 0.859 0.0443 4 Supplemental Run
8.0 7.G 7.6 0.0436 1.47 1.53 0.0436 7 Incomplete:
	 Time limit
.--.,--^.r-.
cn
.sue
"'--^ar^
.^
vote (1) Curxent practice design, see respective Figures 17-22.
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Fig. Z4. Ti.me domain objective function field fox' a
long cosine pulse: T pFn = 8.0.	
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Nevertheless, in some instances the relative change is quite
substar.,tial. As it turns out and as might be anticipated,
numerical implementation of the decor^volution algorithz'n also
car affect the magnitudes of the results, but not the rela-
five values.
The extremely low values of TDEV for the optimal de-
signs are desirable. It is seen in Figures 2^4 and 25 that
the optima depend to some extent upon the nature of the
signal and can therefore be chosen to maximize information
relevant to the signal type expected or sought. It is
notable that the optimal transducers are generally quite
overdamped and the high-pass filter frequency corner is
above the transducer natural frequency (or low-pass cutoff}
for all cases, i.e., fhp > fn . Accordingly, significant
attenuation results, but it is a known quantity and never
exceeds the attenuation constraint. This also minimizes the
'ringing' and possible false counts of other methods. In
Table 2, it is seen that poor results are obtained ^.f the
pulse length is about equal to the transducer time constant;
th^.s is the only case in which a lightly-damped transducer
(^=.01) shows to advantage. It would appear that this is a
situation to be avoided.
A comparison of the objective function fields for the
^requeney domain and time domain objectives in Figure 23 and
Figures 24 and 25 respectively gives same indication of the
degree of success one can expect using the optimal design
^, ^..^:^
6$
approach (within our ability to graphically display the
results). That is, although deconvolutian far systems with
a wide range of transducer damping ratio and time constant
and high frequency filter corner gives very good results for
i
the simple known test signals of this study, optima do exist 	 .^. ^
I
and may be essential in dealing with unknown signals where	 _^
the only known data is transducer system output Z 4 (in Fig-
i
ure 3). The Objective function field shape for the time
domain solutions is shown in Figure 24 for the long cosine
pulse Txfn = $.0. Calculated points are indicated by
circles, and contours indicated are as suggested by a number
of trial points. The existence of a long narrow trough with
a relatively flat valley floor is interesting. Such valleys
have been observed to cause design pro^ilems in most texts on
optimal design.
Figure 26 shows a specific example which is represen-
tative of the general situation: an optimal transducer •-
filter system for deconvoluting a long rectangular pulse
•I'xfn = 8.0. (This is also a 'difficult' case.) The optimal
design has ^^ = 1.66, fhp/fns - 1.^3, with TDEV^' = 0.0262.
The search was initiated with the design of Figure 20. The
design is within the region described by the penalty func-
tions. This is significant, since it can be assumed that at
least one minimum is not limited by the constraints, i.e.,
the practical constraints do not exclude all relative minima.
Comparing Figures 20 (a) and 26 (a) one can see a significant
^_^.
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improvement in the 'optimally' deconvoluted pulse even though
the value o£ objective function only changes from 0.0314 to
0.0262; that is, the human eye perceives a better match of
the decanvoluted pulse and the original pulse. Figures 20{b}
and 26{b} show the Fourier spectra for these two systems. Tn
Figure 26(b), the output Y 4 clearly shows a reduced tendency
for 'ringing' of the transducer and false counts as pointed
out above. The transducer damping predictably influences the
fnxTP = 8 region. Also, note that FDEV (the frequency spec-
trum criteria of equation (14} has increased for the optimal
deconvolution solution.
As further tests o£ (a) frequency vs deconvolution cri-
teria and (b) the optimal design approach, Figures 27-30 are
presented. Figures 27 and 28 compare deconvoluted results
for a sequence of different long pulses (relative to trans-
ducer time constant), with the system output Z 4 superimposed.
Figures 29 and 30 show the samE comparison for a sequence of
shoat pulses. Figures 27 and 29 ar: for the 'conventional'
system descr.^bed above; Figures 28 and :^0 are for the
'optimal' system,
Figures 26-30 clearly show the significance of the
deconvolutian approach to transient pulse signal analysis,
regardless of optimization. These clearly corroborate the
previous figures for cases where there may be re:^idual
effects of different pulses and unknown times of occurrence.
The transducer output Z 4 is obviously useless as a means far
a .:^
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distinguishing the height and shape of pusses. Deconvolution
of the transducer signal closely reproduces the shapes in the
j^ulse train.
Within the accuracy of the £figures, the differences be-
tween the conventional and the optimal deconvolutions are 	 '""'
almost imperceptible. In general, most current acoustic
cmissfion transducers are for pulse counting and are described
as having 'high Q' resonance (i.e., low damping ratio, and
their associated filters are set to pass only the fundamental
resonant frequencies. Thus, pulse-counting pickups can be
used for pulse deconvolution in the time domain with a slight
degradation of the information. However, the optimal design
studies show that for best pulse shape deconvolution, the
damping of the transducer should be greater than critical
damping, and the high-pass filter corner should be above the
resonant frequency. The differences may be significant when
dealing with real signals, as previously suggested,
Comparison of Figures 1 and 2, the sample AE record-
ings, with Figure 29, suggests that a pulse counting acoustic
emission system would count significantly more than the sc-
foal number of defect acoustic events. Note that if the
natural frec^uenry of the transducer is gre^^^er than or less
than the fn used for the derivation of Figure 29, then the AE
counting system would indicate a correspondingly higher or
lower count ^esPectively. Hence- the intuitive lack of cor-
relation of ^ counts and the number of defect events is
y	 t
'^ 6
theoretically verified and is shown to be due primarily to
the resonant response of the syste^t rather than a response to
the actual defect.
Summary of Optimal Design for_
Measurement System
Deconvolution of a pulse has been demonstrated to be a
superior approach for transient pulse analysis. Reshaping of
a transducer output back to the original input pulse is pos-
sible and gives an acr:urate representation of the generating
pulse in the time domain. If the transducer response curve
has a low frer^uency cut-off or if high-pass filters are used
in the measure^^ent system, then the DC components of a pulse
will be absent from the output signal. This characteristic
of AE measurement systems frequently makes the pulse shape
virtually unrecognizable in the rime domain, Frequency
analysis methods have been tested and shcwn to be similarly
ambiguous for segregation of different pulse shapes. Using
c^F^convolution, in principle any definable transducer and
filter system can be used to reconstruct pulse characteris-
tics, i.e., to generate time domain signatures.
The following major points about the selection of de-
sign variables have boon demonstrated_
] . nny clefinablr^ transducer and filter system can bc^
usLtl for mc:asurcment of pulses by means of the de-
convolution method. The time domain signature
thus gcncrated b^:comes the basis for analysis.
2. The use of a lour-pass filter for frequencies above
thy: transducer natural frequency is unnecessary.
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3. The outpE,.t pulse shape (Z^ in Figure 1) for a pulse
duration shorter than half the transducer natural
period is relatively insensitive to the shape of
the input pulse.
4. The frequency spectrum of the signal. output from a
measurement system with filtration of law fre-
quency components relative to the frequency spec-
trum of the original pulse is significantly dif-
ferent such that most criteria for comparison of
these spectra may not be meaningful.
5o The deconvo3^?tion method can 'bring back' informa-
tion about the original pulse even after filtering.
This method w-^s operational for the pulses of short
duration for which the frequency spectra of all
pulse shapes were similar. Optimization can im-
prove these results, but may not be necessary,
6. There is a wide and relatively level plateau for
the relative standard error between an input pulse
and the deconvoluted output pulse, per Figure 24.
Within this area designers will be nominally suc-
cessful for many choices of the design variables.
In general the shapes of the input pulses do not
have a signif icant .influence on the determination
of the optimum design location.
7. Item 5 and 6 above notwithstanding, there are
families of optimal selections for transducer and
filter system parameters which give superior decon-
voluted output signals. These may be significant
when working with actual hardware and unknown
characteristics.
The optimal design results i^ *, fhp/fn*} are certainly
new and different from the expectations of ..engineers accus-
toured to working in the field of signal conditioning. In
obtaining these results modern rational design techniques on
a rather complex design problem have been demonstrated.
Acoustic emission transducer manufacturers describe their
pickups as having a high Q resonance, or low-damping ratio,
and their filters are set to pass only the fundamental res--
onant frequencies. The optimal desi^cn study has shown that
.E
^	 ^
^a
acoustic emission pickups can be used for pulse deconyolution
in the time domain with a slight degradation of trae informa-
tionr but that for best pulse shape deconya^.ution the damp-
ing of the transducer should be larger than critical damping
and the high-pass filter cornQr should be above the .resonant
frequency.
r*	 ^	 ,..
CHAPTER 1V
DECONVOLUTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PULSES
Sntroduction
Deconvolution of experimental data requires that an
acceptable mathematical model for each of the components in
the measurement system be created. When commercial equipment
is available, a frequency response curve is frequea-^tly pro-
vided or, at a minimum, a specification is given for the
bandwidth (± 3 db magnitude limit). Response information
such as this or experimental frequency response curves can
be used to create component models of arbitrary complexity.
After reasonable models have been developed for the trans-
ducers, fzlters, tape recorder and digital event recorder,
deconvolution calculations can address the follr;^-ing ques-
tions.
1. Can a simple so^irce be found that will produce
acoustic emissions with a repeatable shape?
2. Assuming a source with repeatable shape is avail-
able, will the output of a given transducer have
sign^Als of r^:peatable or similar shape? Tf yes.
then the dryconvolution of the signals should show
a repeatable shape representative of the source.
3. L^^kxen different transducers are used to record AE
signals from the same source, will the deconvolU-
tion signatures be recognizeable as having came
from the same source?
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a. When more than one AE source is recorded with the
same measuring system can the deconvolution sig-
natures be distinguished from each other?
5. Can a major defect, e.g., on a thrust ball bear-
ing .race, be detected using the present level of
deconvolution signature analysis?
2n the following sections, a description of the model	 ^~
equations that were used ^'or the components of the measuring
systems are presented. Four sets of experiments are per-
formed in order to evaluate: 1) the reproduceability ^^f the
pulse recordings; Z) the relative performance of the trans-
ducers; 3) the ability to dist:^?Zguish between AE sources; 4)
the performance of an AE transducer on a ball bearing test
rig. The ba11 bearing tests were conducted using bearings
with small slots (defects) cut in the race by electro-dis-
charge machinery, and compared to ar u*^damaged bearing.
Techniques for"Testing Transducer
Reproduceabilitv_for Pulse Recording	 _
The search for an experiment for the evaluation of AE
transducers leads to the area of transducer calibrations at
high frequencies. Calibration o£ AE transducers is an un-
finished area in the AE industry- today. The Acoustic Emis-
sion Working Group, a subsection withi_^ the American Society
of Testing and Materials is actively concerned that the cali-
bration methods should be worked out and eventually published
as a proposed standard. Experiments in the literature ^zse
different approaches to evaluate an AE transducer or an AE
experiment. Th^se are summarised as follows.
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Grinding of glass powder
Graham and AIIP:-s ( 8) described an experiment they used
to simulate an AE source similar to growing cracks. An elec-
trio drill was used to grind and break sma11 glass fragments
held in a socket. This was a repeatable source and the fre- 	 .^..
quency response curves were similar to that of an AE from a
Bowing defect in metals.
Capacitive transducer as a standard
Graham ( 8} and Breckenridge ( 23} have described experi-
ments in which a highly sensitive capacitor plate directly
above the specimen surface has been used to detect single-
shot A^ signals. The capacitive transducer output can be
compared to a piezoelectric transducer ` s output, and a cali-
bration curve for different frequencies can be derived. The
disadvantages of this experiment are: the pulses must be
large to get a signif icant signal from the capacitive trans-
dr^cer, and the A^ measurements are usually of througYi trans-
missions, i.e., longitudinal waves, whereas the significant
AE signals picked up by AE transducers are thought to be
predarainaritly surface waves or Rayl ei^ch, waves .
Rlectric spark discharge
E3G11 (24) dischax:ged a high-voltage electric spark from
an electrode to the metal test specimen. This experiment was
considered a similar excitation as in AE crack growth situa-
bons and produces the required Rayleigh waves. The mayor
. 6
Y	
I	 I
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advantage is that the AE event was individual and unique.
Feng (25) improved on the spark discharge experiment by
adding a second electrode. Thus the pulse from the di.s-
charge is only acoustically coupled to the specimen and from
there onto the transducer. Dr. Feng°s experiment is used 	 -^^
by Dunegan/Endevco for the frequency response curve provided
with each AE transducer. The spark discharge can be a short
Dirac-type pulse when it leaves the electrode area, but tk^e
mechanical medium of the plate used for transmitting the
wave to the transducer can have several resonant frequencies
and some moc'.e conversions. The wave that passes under the
transducer cannot be expected to be a short-duration pulse,
but it can be shown to be repeatable.
iltrasonic transducer driven. as a
steady state s:iergy source
Prior to spark discharge, Dunegan/Endevco used the
ultrasonic driver directly coupled back-to-back with an AE
transducer for their calibration experiment. This experi--
ment excites an entirely different set of resonant frequen-
cies, and the frequency response curves are significantly
different than the response curves from an electric spark
discharge. The longitudinal coupling was thought to be
responsible for some of the major differences. This obser-
nation nay also hold true for the capacitive trans^?ucer
calibration.
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One of the significant problems in AE transducer cali-
brations is that the measurement system is intended to look
through a very high frequency window, typically 50-350 kSz
The frequency range is we11 above the first and second reson-
ant frequencies of the mounting block and transducer rase.
The frequencies are also well beyond the upper limit, approx-
imately 20 kHz, of laboratory verifiable sine-wave steady
state acceleration.
Of the various evaluation experiments described above,
the spark discharge method of Feng seems to be the best for
the purposes of this study. It is portable; it has a demon-
strated repeatability and it can be used for on-the-site
calibrat^.on of the transducer.
Electrical Spark Discharge for Acoustic
Wave Cal^,bration
Two spark. calibration probes were bu^.lt and tested for
this project. The first had l2-inch leads from the capacitor
to the electrodes and the electrodes were mounted 18U° from
one another. This design produced considerable electromag-
netic interference in the area of the experiment and appeared
to have multiple discharges during each event. A d^.scussion
with engineers working on spark-discharge experiments in the
Vanderbilt Chemical Engineering Department revealed that
there can be a problem with fie?ds interacting with the dis-
charge when the electrodes are mounted at 90° and at 180°.
Thus, to avoid reverberations during the d^.scharge, the
gd
electrodes should be mounted at an angle between 89 0 and 850:
The second spark-probe design was constructed with much
shorter leads from the capacitors to the electrodes,. and the
angle between the tungsten electrodes was approximately 880.
the capacitance was 0.025 pF, and the power supply was
current-limiting to provide l0 uA at 3500 volts. A photo-
graph of the spark probe over a specimen and of the experi-
mental setup with the power supply is shown in Figure 31..
Setup of spark probe and data
collection procedure
The procedure for collection of spark discharge data
was as follows.
1. Set the spark gap at 0.5 mm, the power supply trolt-
age at 3,500 volts and place the probe over the
fatigue crack tip on the compact tensS.le spe^ci^ten.
2. Record the transducer output signals as they come
in at a frequency of approximately ten per m^.riute.
The recorder tape speed was 60 ips for a x.00 to
300,000 Hz recording band.	 ^,
3. Play the recorded signals back and ident^.fy the AE 	 ',
burst on the oscilloscope, noting the footage
counter value at each pulse.
Q . Rep^.ay the pulse with the tape speed at ^. 7,iS ips 	 ',
and capture the leading edge of the burst with the
digital event recorder at 100,000 samples per
second,
5. Play back the captured pulse on tYae X-Y--T , plotter	 ^
to determine i^ the storeri pnl;se is sat^.sfa.ctary 	 1
and complete. ^`r^r the best Jesuits the d'gi-c^.1 	 ;
event recorder should be used Over the fb.11 aiinpl-
tude range of ± 5 volts on -^ 128 steps.
6. Assign .the pulse an identifcat^.on and. reca^rd' it	 1by punching it on-paper tape. The ident^:ficaton
code is N.TC10P where N is the number of pulses
i
.	 ^
^,
I
..^	 l^ J	 I	 V	 I ^_
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Fig. 31. Photograph of the spark discharge setup.
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recorded in this mode, T is the type of test iden-
tification and P is the transducer identif^.cation.
7. Convert the binary words on the paper tape to ASCI
code with a special Computer program worked out on
a PAP 8 minicomputer, and teletype punch a new
tape.
$. Feed the A5CZ coded tape for the particular pulse
via a teletype terminal into the DISC storage of
the larger computer in preparation for the decor-
volution computation and Fourier frequency analy-
sis.
Mathematical Models for Digital Event
Recorder , TaPe Recorder , Am^1.if ier anc^
Transducer Components
The deconvolution equations used in the computational
routines were built up from a differential equation of the
component, or from a Bode Diagram curve fitting procedure.
The Bode Diagram approach makes it possible to recreate a
differential equation of the model from the experimental
frequency response curve of the component.
The deconvolution model was originally conceived of as
a single inverse transfer function that would take the signal
in one mathematical step back to the original, or starting,
shapes Zn the process of the evolution of this experiment,
the differential equation model went well beyond an eighth-
o^cder differentia? equation, which meant that the finite di^-
ference derivatives were taking data from time intervals
greater than five data paints on each side. See Appendix T,
Table Al. The approach now is to deconvolute stage--by-stage
through each component in turn. This modular approach z^akes
i ,;;i
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it possible to change the model fo g each component as the
F
component is switched-for another, or as better frequency
response information becomes available and the user thznks
^'
I	 that there is justification for changing the mathematical
I:'
i;	 model .
A photograph of the laboratory is shown in Figure 32.
The flaw of signal information starts on the near end of the
bench on the left side and progresses down to the tape
recorder and digital event recorder at the far end of the
bench. A flow chart of an acoustic emission from the spark
discharge probe through all of the system components that
were considered to have a dynamic effect on the pulse infor-
mation. is shown in Figure 33. Se3ected closeups of same of
the components are shown in Figure 34.
The equations used to represent the forward-looking
transfer function, i.e., the conventional input/output
representation, and a brief discussion of the model are
presented below. A series of frequency response figures
of each component are presented and they include the
following information:
1. the manufacturer's response plot for tkae component,
i£ available
2. experimental check points when they' have been Made
in the N^aterial Science Department's NDT Laboratory
3. the plot for the mathematical model
^. the coefficients used for the mathematical model.
li. ^`
<^
u^
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Fig. 32. Photograph of the laboratory setup for
acoustic emission research.
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The transducer. models received the most attention and,
in each crier a different model was selected than that sug-
gested by the manufacturer's literature. The reason for this
discrepancy may be the way in wh^.ch the manufacturer derives
his natural frequency data for publication or it may be due
to the way in which the transducer is mounted on the struc-
tore. As will be explained later in this chapter, the
natural frequencies used for the model were se^.ected by
examination of the Fourier spectrum of the pulses recorded
during the spark calibration experiment. A summary of the
Transducer parameters are shown in Table 3 with the manufac-
turer's values in the first column and the final model values
in the second column. Each of the models for the transducers
used had two resonant frequencies and one of these usually
fell near the natural frequency given by the manufacturers
except for the Donegan/Endevco AE transducer which is sped--
fied by the manufacturer in a di:Eferent s^ax^ner.
Digital Event Recorder
This component was responsible for a cluster of high
frequency signals around the digitization frequency (3.2 mHz)
in a region at half the dig.^tization frequency (1.6 mHz^, and
at one-fifth digitizationz frequency 0.64 mi^z. The model
shown below was used for deconvolution purposes to eliminate
the one-fifth digitizat^.on frequency. The two higher fre-
quencies were nreseht^ b,^t d.;.d ^fot interfere in the results
i.
,.
TRANSDUCERS USED FQR EVALUATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION PULSES i
Mode. No.	 Resonant Frequencies	 Damping	 Low^Pass
Manufacturer.
	
Gera.al Na.	 Specified E^cperimental	 ^ Rata,o	 Frequency
(kHz)	 (kHz }	 (kHz }
Donegan/Endevco
San Juan	 D9202
Gapist^ana, CA AH11	 85.0-800	 98 & 180	 0.05	 a5	 _ .
Bruel & Kj aer	 43^^
C1.eve^:ar^d, OH	 552.94fl	 128	 70 & 128	 0.01	 O.OQ5
Br.ue^, & K^aer	 4339
;- 34^55^	 32	 28.5 & 58	 0.01	 NA
PC. B	 392A
118	 NA	 NA	 NA
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significantly. The equation for the diga.tal event recorder
is
	
5	 Z6 _ ^'Dl^'D32 
t^wp2 ^ 3
^-- _	 (l^ ^
Z^	
^D2 (D+^D^)(D +Z^DwD^D+^D^ ).
^;
The signal location Z^ and Z^ are indicated in Figure 33 and
	
^`	 a plot of the frequency response is shown in Figure 35Q
t'
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f	 -	 (19)
Z^	 (D-1-r^Tl) ^D^+Z^T^T^D+u^T2)
I
A plot of the frequency respans.e and identification of the
coefficients used for the particular solution of {l^) is
^:
shown in Figure 36. A simple check of the frequency response
	
^''^	 was made in the laboratory and these results are also shown
I
	
^ ^	 on the plot.
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^	 The coefficients and. the frequency response plot for the two
fi^.ters used are shown in r ores 37 and 3$^1.	 g.
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Figure 36 Tape recorder characteristics and rnadel.
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	The first transducer model had a s^.ngle degree of free- 	 ^E
dom as used in the analytical developr,^ent in Chapters I^ and
111 and the value for fn was taken from the manufacturer's
^.a.terature. When the sparI€ discharge repeatability experi- 	 ;^ "'°'
ments were conducted (discussed in detail in the next sec-
tion), the Four^.er spectrum of the recorded trace was seen
to have two or three predominate frequencies near the trans-
ducer fn value. See Figures 4'7 and 52. The deconvolution
plots wing the manufacturer's value for f n were not con-
sidered acceptable and a better value for f n vas located from
the Fourier spectrum plots. After several trials two of the
predominate frequencies on these plots were selected as
representat^.ve of the transducer and were used for the mathe-
matical model coefficients. The mode. equation is as f411ow5:
2	 2
^3 = FPU^P1 °^P2	 {2l)
Z Z	 (D^+Z^l^P1D-rmpl^) (D2+^^2wP2D+tuP2^)
The coefficients and frequency response plots for the models
of the three transducers used are shown in Figures 39 to ^1.
The response curve suggested by the manufacturer's informaW
tion is also included on ea[:h plot for reference purposes.
Compact Tensile Test Specimen
The model deve^.vped far the aluminum plate compact
tensile specimen is an approximation arrived at as follows.
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C^R^'OIe^1T: Accelercx^ter transducer
TYPE: Bruel and ^jaer. Model 4339 s/r^ 349554
2	 2
M7DII^ Et?^TIOI^: Z 	 F w w
3 ^ Pl P2
	
2	 2	 2	 2
Z	 (D -t-2^ w D+w )(D+2 ^ wD+w )
2	 1 Pl Pl	 2 PZ P2
z	 =F
where	 F = 1.2 my J M/ s	 '"	 ^
^:►^ = 28 , 500 x 2 ^	
,f	
± !
P^.	
^ ^
^^ ► 	 = 68,OOD x 2 n	 r
P2
r,	 = 0.01
1	 ';
r,	 = 0.01
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COMPONENT: Acce?erometer transducer
TYPE: 3rue1 and Kjaer Model 4344 s/n 552940
2 2
MODEL EQUATION: Z	 F m w
3 _ _ pu P1 P2
2	 2	 2	 2
Z	 (D +2^ wD +w ) (D +2^ w D +w )
2	 1 P1 Pl	 2 P2	 P2
2
where
	
F = 0.324 mV / m/ s
pu
^^ ^ 70,000 x 2 ^
P1
r,,	 = 128, 000 x 2 ,^
P2
r,	 = 0.011
r	 = 0.01
.2
Figure 40 'IS-ansciucer characteristics and model for Bruel and Kjaer Model
4344 accelerometer.
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COMPONENT: Acoustic fission Transducer
TYPE: D^ega^./ Endevco D 9202 s/n AB1.^.
2 2
;"1.ODEL E^JATION: Z	 F ^, w
3	 pu. P^ P2
—	 2	 2	 2
Z	 (D +2^ w ^-m )(D +2^ m T3 +w )
2	 1 Pl P1	 2 P2	 P2
where	 F = 95.0 x 10r^
Pu
,,,	 ^ 9s,aaa x 2
P1
^^,	 = 180,000 x 2 ^
P2
r,	 = 0.05
1
!.	 = 0.05
2
i'a};sire 41 Tran^:ciuccx' characteristics ^^nd rr^oriel for Dune^,an/Endevco Model
0920?, rac:cnistic erni ss^,on ^r^msducer.
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].. Ali. of the test traces recorded on the- compact ten-•
rile specimen with.. the ^taneganfEndevca transducer
were deconvolu.ted. to the base of the transducer(^2 in FigLtace •` 3) . These included traces from the
repeatability experiment, different transduce^cs ex-
periment and discrianination between AE sources ex-
neriment.
2. A frequency spectrum of each deconvolution trace
was computed.
3. Dominant frequencies were identified which appeared
in most of the frequency spectra. These were as-
sumed to be resonant frequencies excited by differ-
ent experiments and thus inherent frequencies in
the plate.
4. Another deconvolution step was performed with a
model using the frequencies selected. Tf the fre-
quency spectrum of this deconvolution trace ap-
proached the pattern of the freque^acy spectrum sig-
nat"ares shown in Chapters lI and IT1 for ana^.ytical
pulses, then it was considered to be a ^:iable mode].
for the test specimen.
This model was not considered to t? developed enough to give
the true deconvolution of the wave shape at the initiation
site, but it does serve as an approximation. The model aqua-•
tion for an approximation of the specimen is as follovJS:
z	 2
^a __ ^'sl ^'sa	 (22)
^1	 (D2+2^^1cu51D+cuS2^? CD2^2^S2WS2D+t^sZ2)
The frequencies used for the model and the response curves
are shown in Figure 42.
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ri^;urc 42 T'lat plate model and characteristic curve derived Pram the
^^	 rc^uraer requency spectrum curves.
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Discussion of the Influence of
Deconvolution Procedure with
Experimental Traces
Deconvolution is similar to passing a signal through a
transfer function that is the inverse of the frequency plots
shown in Figures 35 to ^2. When this is done, the areas that
are attenuated are amplified and vice versa. Thus any noise
that is on the tape recording of the pulse will be magnified,
part^.cularly if it is at 1 Hz or below. The corrections pro-
vided by deconvolution modeling are as much as 244 dB at 1 Dz.
^[igh frequencies such as the digitization frequency and
its submultiples are well above the frequency range of the
measuring system components, but the deconvolution process
picks them up and amplifies these signals by 144 d$ or more
for frequencies above 2 mHz. This accumulation of high-
frequency 'information' was detected during the gresent work
and. the low-pass filter was added to attenuate signals above
344 kY^,
/,
As t:+e fall-of€ rate on the high frequency end of a
model and the rise rate on the low frequency end are given
steeper slopes in the more complex models to match the exile
imental response curves, the consequences are an increase i
the very high frequency 'information', and an effect simila
to DC drift in the very low frequencies. Until these prob-
legns are overcome it seems prudent to stay with the simpler
models.
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7^ow-Pass Filter
Clusters of high frequency were observed above ^40Q kHz
in the traces after deconvolution thzough the modules listed
above. To keep these from mask^.ng possible lower frequency
information, a ^.ow-pass filter stage was introduced. An
extremely rapid roll-off filter was used,
12
^^^? -- ^1p2
	 (23)
Z l 	{D 2 3- ^w 1p2 D+m lp2 2 ) ^ ( D+w lp2 ) ^
It should be noted that this step was not a deconvolution but
a means of clearing out frequency information above 3^Q kHz
that was considered to be superfluous. The frequency re-
spouse of the law-pass filter at one-third the toll-off rate
shown ^,n Figure 43.
A block diagram of the executive section of the compu-
tational routine is shown in Figure ^^.
Construction of models which will duplicate the dynamic
behavior of measurement systems is complicated, and the
models can become very complex. Models were czea.ted that
were better fits to the Bode plots shown in the previous
figures, but they were not used because of the adverse ef-
fects on the pulse information.
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.^r
t
:^
^...,	 _
READ. PULSE DATA.
^s.^'°
T -^
Add twenty zeros before Z data and
add twenty points at end of data
equal to the last data point of ^^
CALL DIGITAL EVENT RECQRDER
DECONVOLUT^ON
Z ^ ^^
Z^^-
^ ^ -^-
Z ^ ^-
AND FIB
^4
z -^°-
.,
CALL.-TRANSDUCER DECOlyVOLUmION
Z^ -s^.
Z,.-^-^
CALL ,STRUCTURE DECON^OLUT^ON
^ 2 --^•
^ _ ^-
CALL LOW-PASS FILTER
^ ^l
^ LP
CALL FOURIER FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
ALP ^^
Y ^'
Remove the last twenty--five computed
points from ALP
z^ ^
y^-^-
CALL S EXIT
rcFig. 4^. 8^.oc^ diagram of the master camputata.onal routine.
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Reneatabila.txr Experiment
The objective of this experiment was to determine if
the output of a transducer has a similar shape when excited
by one type of ^ generator (Question 2, Chap. Il, p. 79}.
Several records were made of the same event with three dif-
ferent transducer systems. As an example of how repeatable
the input pulses wereo a set of spark discharge data from the
D/E transducer measurement system was computed and the re-
sults are shown in Figures ^5 to g8. The first figure is of
three traces as they are received and the following figures
are the frequency spectrum of the as-rer-eived traces and the
deconvoluted signature of the same traces. Comparing the two
figures one would say that the as-received pulses are more
alike than the deconvoluted pulses. The overall image of the
pulses in Figure Q7 is similar and the small disparities are
attributed to the fact that no two of the spark discharge in-
puts are exactly alike. A For^rier spectrum of the deconvo-
luted signatures is Shown in Figure 48 and a shock spectrum
k:
^'	 ratio relative to Run No. 3.1002 is shown ^.n Figure ^9. The
F
shock specf^rum ratio results is a straight horizontal line
for identical pulses and in Figure 4^ one can see same hori-
I	 zontal sections in the curve. The frequency band from 0 tc^
I1
I^	 250 kHz is representative of signatures from pulses from a
^	 simi.lar ^.E source. The signs `-ures above 25U kH ,z show large
variation and will be ignored for the present.
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^'zg. ^5. As^-rece^.ved time domain trace for three
spark discharges foam the Donegan/Endevcc transducer.
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Figure 45.
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Lions shown in Figure 47.
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Tn general, the spark discharge equipment was found to
be very repeatable within the first 60 to 100 us from the
leading edge of the pulse recording. Far the sake of close
examination of the best information about the AE source, it
was necessary to confine the signature to the first QO ^^s of	 .,^,.:
the pulse. It seems that after this time, large signals ap-
pear which dwarf the initial information of the pulse signa-
ture. These large signals may be higher energy packages 	 ,
traveling in a different mode of vibration, or they may be
;i
built-up reflections,
Deconvolution with Different
Transducers Experiment
The objective of this experiment was to answer the
questions "Will deconvolutions through transducers with
different designs have a signature shape which indicates a
common AE source?" Four transducers were selected and
cemented to a compact tensile specimen used for fracture
mechanics crack-growth studies. This specimen type was
selected because it could be used far the experiment that
followed this one as a generator of AE signals as a crack
that is growing. A f atigue crack had already been grown in
the specimen used, and the spark discharge probe was
mounted at a location just above the crack tip. The trans-
..y
ducers were mounted in a radius approximately 25 mm from 	 _^
^^
...
	 ^_^
;;
F
_^
,^
^.^;
>,
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the crack tip as shown in the photograph in Figure 50. They
are identified more specifically in Table 3.
Samples of the leading edge of pulses from a spark dis-
charge AE source for three different transducer measuring
systems are shown in Figure 51. The pulse recording from the
PCB 392A transducer is not shown, because the transistor cxr-^
c:uit mounted in the transducer's case behaved as if it were
overloaded by the electromagnetic waves that were broadcast
from the spark discharge probe. Thus it was disqualified
from this experiment, The pulse outputs from the B & K Type
4339 accelerometer, the D/E D9202 acoustic emission pickup
and the B & K Type 4344 accelerometer are shown in Figure 51,
plots {a) , {b) and {c) respectively. The natural frequencies
of the transducers are the major waves that are seen in these
recordings. The Fourier frequency spectrum of the three
pulses are shown in Figure 52, and the major high points of
the spectrum are noticed at the natural frequencies. Decon-
vvlution of each of the pulses from the three transducers
through the model for the specimen is shown ^.n Figure 53.
Figures 53 (b) and (c) of the transducer deconvolution sig-
natures could }ae attributed to a similar AE source. Figure
53{a) looks different and this is attributed to the low
natural frequency of the transducer. This conclusion could
not have been made on the basis of Figure 51 aone. The
frequency spectrum of the deconvolution signatures in F^.gure
53 is shown in Figure 54. Judging from the deconvolution
116
Fig. 50. Relative locations of the transducers on a
sing3.e edge cracked compact tensile fracture specimen and
the spark probe.
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^'ig. 5i. As-received time domain trace for spark dis-
charges received by three different transducers.
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plots presented in Figure 53 (b) and (G) , the a^tethod of analy- 	 :.^
sis can give approximately equivalent shapes in the time do-
main, and the AE transducer appears to gave good results..
Thus, for the remaining experiments discussed in this chapter
the .AE (D/E) transducer was selected fDr .recording the pulses
and fnr computation of a deconvolution signature.
Discrimination between. AE Sources
Experiment
The objective of this experiment was to determine how
sensitive an AE transducer and the deconvolution signature
method are in detecting differences between pulses from
different AE generators. The three sources of acoustic
emissions were: ^.) the electrical discharge probe; 2) a
steel ball impacting the specimen surface, 3) a crack. grow-
ing within the spec^.men. The steel ball impacting on the
specimen was accomplished by rolling a 1.^1 gm ball down a
slight incline; at the end of the channel the ball fell
10 mm, struck the specimen near the tip of the fatigue crack
anal then bounced off tl^,.e edge of the specimen. A s^it^aller
ball (see Figure 5 p (a)) was also dropped an the specimen,
but the signals from the transducers were small.. so that.
this. data was nit prepared for exarttinatan. Acoustic emis-
sions from a growing crack were obtained by pu^:ling the spec-
imen apart ire an ^nstron screw-driven tensile testing mach-
one. The rate o^ deformation in the testing machine.^ras
i^ . U13 mm/manute.
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crank are showy in Figure 55^. the frequency spectrum of the
respective pulse is shown in Figure 55. The deconvolution
of the ^ data and their frequency spectrum are ShoE.'n in
Figures 57 and 58 respectively.
Figure 57 clearly demonstrates that there are three
different pulse trains for three different AE sources.
Figure 57 {c) is simi^.ar to 57 (a) which is not unexpected,
since a crack growing is a pulse of short duration similar
to the sa^and wave from the electric spark discharge. Yet
there are enough differences that one can say th^xt the AE
generator for (a) is not the same as for {c) . the frequency
spectra shown in Figure 5^ are helpful in that they point
out the difference between the three different AE sources.
piscrimination between Sound
and Aefective Sall Bearings
A test rig design was selected for tYiis experiment
that would load thrust ball bearings and would have a mini-
mum number of moving parts. The configuration of the com-
pleted rig is shoran in the photographs in Figure 3^{a) and
{b). An axial force on the bearings is controlled wa.th the
hydraulic eyl:inder seen on the right side of the loading
frame in Figure 34(a). of the two bearings that are operat-
ing during a test, the smaller bearing is the one expected
to fail,, and it is located on the right side of the rotating
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Fag.. 55. As-received tame domain traces from the
following acoustic emission sources s a} spark d^.scharge,
b} ball impacting and o} a growzng stack ^.n a tear test.
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Figure 55.
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cylindrical block. The larger bearing an the Left side is a
backing bearing to balance the thrust forces and allow the
middle block to rotate freely. The torque to rotate the mid-
dle block comes through a 12.5 mm shaft on the central axis
of the system. The motor is on the right side of the assem-
bly. Two motor:; were used to run the ball bearings. A 1/3
horsepower 1815 ^^pm motor was used for fatigue damaging bear-
ings. A variable speed motor was used for recording AE data
in order to spread out the t^ .me between AE bursts by runn^,ng
at low speeds.
The test bearings were Nice Type 1009. These bearings
have twelve 1/4 in diameter balls and the ball race diameter
is l^ inches, ID is 1 inch, and OD is 1.95 inches.
Far the experiments reported here one test bearing was
artificially damaged by cutting a slot at right angles to the
direction of ball travel in the race. Another bearing was
artificially damaged by cutting a slot in one of the balls.
Each slot was itrade with an electric discharge machine and was
0.x.5 mm wide. The backing or support bearing was a Dixie
Bearing, Inc ay GT 18. This bearing has eighteen 1/4 inch
diameter b^:lls and the ball race diameter is 2.1 inches,
1D is 1 and 5/$ inches and OD is 2 and 5/8 inches. The de-
sign load fvr the small diameter thrust bear^.ng is 275 ^.bs
and the design load for the larger diameter bearing is
323 lbs.
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The mode. for the ball bearing support structure which
transmits the AE signal =ram the bearing to the Donegan/
Endevco transducer was derived following the procedure de-
scribed earlier for the compact tensile specimen. The
model equation and the frequency response are shown in
Figure ^9.
The results of the bearing test experiments are shown
in Figt^'es 5U through 72. The figures for individual signal
recordings are presented in three formats as follows. Figure
(a) is the digitized signal from the tape recording, ^6(t).
Figure (b) is the deconvoluted output for the signal shown in
(a) , z l (t) . Figure (c) is the Fourier spectrum of the decon-
volution signal, Yl (f). The background noise for the elec-
tronic equipment recorded with the bearing stationary is
shown in Figure 6©.
{
	
	 The scale on the ordinate axis of (a) is digital steps
and the scale on (b} is proportional to the calibration fac-
tors of the different components in the measurement system.
The units for the ^ 1 axis may be assumed to be O.l M/s 2 times
the number shown. The frequency spectrum of the background
noise appears to be random and high frequency as is expected
far electronic noise. There is a large component above
X00 kHz. This large component seems to be a consistent fea-
tore of the deconvo?utian model in all o:E the bearing experi-
mental results, and it may be attributa;^le to the digitizer
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`	 COMPO^: Ball Bearing Mrnmt
2 2
	
MODEL E{l^7ATZON : Z 	 w w
2	 M M
2	 ^	 2	 2
	
Z	 (D +2^ w D+w )(D +2^ w D +w )
1	 Mi Ml	 Ml	 M2 M2	 M2
where	 W	 = 226,000 x 2 rr
M1
`	
w	 = 290,000 x 2 ^
MZ
	
r,	 = 0.01
M1
^	 ^
Fif^rre 59 Bearing mount model and characteristic curve derived from the
Fourier fregt.iency spectr^nn curves .
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Fig. 60. ^3ack.graund signal with the bearing stationary.
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Fig. 62. Acoustic emission from a clean well lubri-
cated bearing with a load of 700 lb.
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and its interaction with the high frequency electronic noise
plus bearing noises.
^: The first moving bearing tests were for a good bearing
^. running with an axle load of 700 lbf . This load is equiva-	 `
lent to a B10 life of 8.S x 10 6 cycles, Several AE type 	 ^.'
bursts could be detected above the steady state level of 	 `
vibration signals coming from the bearing. Two of these
signals have been presented in Figures 61 and 62. The
steady state running signal level can be seen as well as the
electronic noise in Figure (a^. The deconvolution signal in
(b} is larger than Z l in Figure 6D and the same large 45D kHz
component is dominating the picture. 	 ^
-E
The second test was for a bearing with a scot cut in
the race and the results for two AE signals taken from that
test are shown in Figures 64 and 65. These tests were also
conducted with a 70D lb f
 axle load on the bearing. Notice
in Figure (a} that the AE signal is significantly higher but
the signature of the pulse in either Figure (b} or (c} is not
particularly different from the undamaged bearing.
i
	
	 The last test was for a bearing with one ball cut and a
load of 7D p lbf . Figures fi b and 67 :show two AE signals,
selected from the tape recording and t!^e results are about
as uninformative as the other tests.
	 "
It was pointed out in Chapter II that when there were
small perturbations superimposed on a larger pulse, then the
Fourier transform or the shock spectrum xatio might show the
_^_^.^
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presence of the perturbation. This technique of pulse signa-
ture analysis was tried on the ball bearing experiment and
the results are shown a.n Figures 68 to 70. The first pair of
shock spectra shows what might be expected for a good bearing
AE signals. The spectrum seems to be unifoxm and approxi-
mately flat from 0 to 200 kHz. The shock spectrum ratio for
the bearings w- !z a crack in the race is shown in Figure 69
and there is a distinctive hump in the spectrum between
120 and 200 kHz. The shock spectrum for the tests of a crack
in a ball relative to a goad bearing acoustic emission is
shown in Figure 70. The hump is in the same frequency band
as was seen with the crack in the race but significantly
higher.
To complete the a.^gument, a computation of the shock
spectrum ratio similar to the Figures 69 and 70 ^uas made for
the input signals Z6 and the results are shown in Figures 71
and 72. From these results it is clear that deconvolution
methods are necessary for cleaning up the signal before the
methods of spectrum analysis can be applied to obtain mean-
ingful results.
i
a:
;;
^,^ . .
The contrast in the shock spectrum ratios for the de-
convoluted traces and the as-received traces is significant.
The shock spectrum ratios of the as-received pulses, Figures
71 and 72, show a high magnitude in the 200 kHz region which
is near one of the transducer resonant frequencies, 180 kHz
but, other than this, none of the signatures is similar to
l-1	 l	 I	 i	 t
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another. The shock spectrum ratios of the deconvvluted
braces, Figures C9 and 70, are similar in shape and show
enough individuality to indicate one type of ^E source fram
another.
The significance is apparent when the shock spectrum
ratio plots are superimposed as shown in Figure 73. The (a}
part of Figure 73 is the shack spectrum ratios of the as-
recorded acoustic emissions from the ba^.l bearing experi-
ments. A clean bearing result, 3.71, is also included in the
^;
(a} plot. Part (b) of Figure 73 is the shack spectrum ratios
-	 of the deconvoluted traces fram the bearing experiments. The
-	 symbol identifications are she test numbers shown in the
^:
upper left corner of the plots, Figures 68 to 72.
There is a noticeable increase in the orderliness of
i. the plots in Figure 73 (b} compared to the plots in Figure
73(a). The most important feature about (b} is the peaks
r:
that occur at approximately 170 kHz. ^n this frequency zone
there is a noticeable commonality of plots from the same
experimental condition and there is a change in the peak
height for different conditions, The two plots with the
highest peaks are from tests with a cut in the bail; the two
dotted plots with intermediate peak heights are from tests
with a cut in the race; the two plots with low peaks are from
the clean bearing. Nate that there was same scarce of acous-
tic emissians from the clean bearing tests. It is signifi-
cant that the shock spectrum ratio plots presented in
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Fig. 73. Bearing tests: superimposed shock spectrum
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CRAFTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMN^.ENDAT^ONS
Based on the analytical ,and experimental program, the
following conclusions can be drawn.
1. The output signal from a transducer- filter--
measurement recording system for a family of differently
shaped AE pulses cannot distinguish the height and shape of
the pulses. The distinguishing characteristics of the Fou-
tier spectrum for simple pulse shapes are modified signifi-
cantly by passage of the pulse through the measurement sys-
tem; thus the transducer- filter system is the major deterrent
to the development of a definitive signature from AE signals
emanating from defects.
2. For simple pulse shapes and measurement systems,
the decQnvolution process produces recognizable signals that
relate to the input signals. Fourier transforms, shock spec-
tra, Fourier transfer functions and shock spectrum ratios of
deconvoluted pulses were useful methods for analysis of
pulses. The shock spectrum ratio of deconvoluted pulses is
the most useful far .analyzing and comparing experimental
pulses of all the signature analysis techniques examined_
148
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3;	 3. Dptimal design of transducer natural frequenc^.es	 ^^ <;
'`	 and filter corner frequencies dick. not appear to be essential 	 `',	 ;.j
1 for the particular deconvolution stuc^,i,es done for th^.s 	 ^
research using the Donegan/Endevco transducer for pulse
analysis. Hotrever, the improvements that would occur in the 	 ^ ^:
deconvoluted traces when an optimal system is used are pre-
dieted to be significant. The optimal design study has shown
;-
that, for the best pulse shape deconvolution, the damping of
`'	 the transducer should be substantially overdamped, the high-- :}
,-
pass filter corner should be above the resonant frequency,
and the transducer natural frequency should be more than six
times the pulse width. At the present t5.me, there is no
manufacturer that can make an acoustic emission transducer 3
to meet the optimized specifications.
4. With different transducers, deconvolution will dis-
play if the AE signals recorded are from a similar source.
i
The lowest natural frequency of the transducer should be
-	 ,
above approximately 50 kHz.
5. The spark discharge probe produces repeatable
f
deconvoluted A.E signals for transducer excitation. Various 	 ^
lengths of signal time from 10 to 2UU ^s werc > tried for
'	 -i
examination of the deconvoluted signals. After approximately
4Q ^s from the initial rise, the signal height suddenly be-
came two or more times larger, apparently from reinforcement
of vibrations internal to the plate. After these large sig-
nals appeared, the similarity of the wave trains under 	 ^^
^;
I:
is
^'
i'
^;,
I .
i	 E_	 _ _^	 ^
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examination t,ras last. Thus it was concluded that the sig-
nificant signature information is found in the first 4U ^s
of the spark discharge generated pulse.
6. Discrimination between different AE sources is
possible when deconvolution of the signal trace is used. A
steel ball dropping on a plate can be distinguished from a
gro^ring crack, A spark discharge .AE signal has features that
look like those of a crack growing. This may be due to the
short time period which, is common to these two AE sources.
Without deconvolutio^, all three AE sources appear to be the
same due to the dominant influence of the resanant frequen-
cies in the transducer.
7. The ball bearing experiments demonstrated the prob-
lems with detecting an AE signal hidden in background noise.
The deconvolution traces from different AE sources were all
very similar. Signature analysis of the deconvoluted traces
with the shock spectrum ratio method was shown to be capable
of showing up the significant difference between the indi-
vidual sources of AB. By superimposing the traces n a signi-
ficant peak was found at one frequency which indicated the
severity of the defect in the bearing.
Recommendations for Future Research
Experimental verification of models
A carefully controlled freque.^cy response analysis of
the different components i.n the measurement system needs to 	 •^
i
`i
_..	 , .	 ,_
:'
^:
};
,.
^':
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,,
	 be conducted. With a Bode amplitude and phase angle plot, it
',	 would be possible to select the number of poles and zeros rew
^^'^	 quired and the location of the corner frequencies. Square
'^	 wave input signals could also be used and the output signal
could be recorded on the digital event recorder. Then the 	 .^...
^.
,.
deconvolution model could be fine-tuned to recreate the input
wave shape.
;.
Experimer_t with a known inpu'c
pulse shape
A measurement of the displacement wave foraa^ a.t the
point where the acoustic emission transducer is located could
be set up with a capacitance transducer as in Reference (23).
Then the deconvoluted wave shape at the base of the trans-
ducer could be verified and the model parameters modified as
indicated.
Finite element model of the
structure
A visco-elastic finite element model of the plate u:..d
for receiving acoustic emiss.^.ons Ervin a gro^r ying cxacJt should
be developed. The dynamic response of the plate with known
boundary interactions could then be solved and a dynamic
model could be created to approximate the results. This is
a necessary step in building a model that wi11 describe haw
a crack grows.
__^	 r
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Optimization to find a modes of
the structure
A set of arbitrarily selected pales, Zeros, and carnplex
poles could be hypothesized as a structural model. Then,
with a defined input pulse shape and a we11-defined output
pulse shape, the coefficients of the model could be moved
around until an optimum is found. The degree of complexity
of the model could be increased and/or decreased until the
lowest standard error of estimate was located. This may be
the method that will need to be perfected for use in deconvo-
lution signature analysis in nondestructive testing applica-
bons.
Deconvolution by analog computer
W:' h an analog col
equations ' it should be
signature in real time.
quired to halal acoustic
the leading edge of the
examined, the Screen 7.s
nputer model of the deconvolution
possible to see the deconvolution
A digital memory oscilloscope is re-
emission pulses far examination of
pulse package. As soon as a pulse i^
cleared far the next available pulse.
This type of development wi11 be valuable for practical. ap-
plications zn nondestructive testing.
Evaluation of digital event
recorder
More work is needed to determine the amplitude dis-
tortions and the additional frequencies that have been added
to the data by the presence of a digital event recorder.
I7.53
Would there be a significant improvement in the decanvolution
result if an analog to digital. converter of increased accur-
acy is used? Can the influence of the digitizer ste^.s be
modeled and deconvoluted adequately out of the data? These
are some of the questions about digitization of data that 	 ,w,.;
have been partially addresssed in this work, but a more de-
tailed study should be conducted.
Transducer for pulse recording
Design and build a transducer with the optimum damping
and natural frequency. Test this transducer alongside of an 	 "'
acoustic emission pulse counting transducer and determine if
_";^
the results would justify another transduc,^a: for pulse signs-
ture analysis.
....
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APPENDIX 1
SOLUTION OF ORDINARY DIFFERENT 7AT,
 EQUATIONS
BY NUMERICAL METHODS
The construction of a mathematical model for mast
dynamic processes begins with the formulation of the dif-
ferential equation of motion. In cases involving transient
motion or a pulse-like signal, ordinary differential equa-
tions are sufficient for the model for the description of
the system. The solution when transients are the inputs to
dynamical systems is known for many second and third order
differential equations when the pulse is reduced to simple
geometrical segments. But, in general, the solution of a
differential equation for the dynamic outputs given a random
input pulse shape is difficult to obtain by classical cal-
colas techniques. Fortunately there are numerical methods
which can be used to solve ordinary differential equations,
an^3 there is no restriction on the configuration of the
input forcing function.
Numerical solutions of differential equations are
approximations and the results will be subject to trunca-
tion errors, stability of the solution and step size selec-
tion. The numerical technique used far this work vn pulse
analysis is a predictor--corrector version of the Runge-Kutta
155
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method. It was developed to provide accuracies equivalent to
using the higher order terms of Taylor`s expansion of a dif-
ferential equation with less computation.
A Runge-Kutta method attributed to Gill {20) was used
•	 with a modification by the author. Gill`s equations are a	 .^..
single step method with an intermediate calculation at half
way acrass the step. The Runge- Kutta subroutines in many
computer-program libraries employ the equations with Gill
constants. The equation for calculation of Z i+l (t,X,Z) at
one step ahead of ^ i (h and dt are the step increment) is as
follows:
^i+^.	 Zi + h/6 ( Kl + 2G 1K2 + 2G^K3 + K^}	 {24}
where:
h = step size along t axis, dt
Gl
 = first Gill constant
G^ _^ second Gill constant
Kl = f (t i , Xi , Z i ) , functional express ion for the
•	 highest derivative in the dif-
ferentia. equation to be so7.ved
K2 = f(ti + h/2, X i+,^, Z i + Klh/2)
K3
 = f(t i + h/2, X i+^, 2 i + {G Z - 3/2} Klh + G1K2h)
K4 = f(t i + h, Xi+l , Z i - K2h/2^ + G^K3h)
'	 Xi ^ forcing function at beginning of step
_. ^r-	
_ ^
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Xi+^ =forcing function at end of step
In the first trials with numerical solutions of dif-
ferential equations with a forcing function, the value of X
in the function f(t,X,Z) was fixed at the beginning of the
step. That is to say, a^ the next step i+l was calculated,
the driving function term X in the ICI, K2, K3 and K^ terms
defined above was fixed at the xi ^ralue. Trial runs were
made on the following differential equation:
z _	 Dn	 i25)
X 
 
(D 2 + 2^wD + w 2 } ^D + ^hp)n
where:
D = the differential operator d/dt
n = integer powers, i.e., 0, 1, 2, ...
^,m,mhp = constants of the equation.
Deconvolutions of the differential equation were calculated
next, and the results were compared with the input driving
function shape X. The comparison was made by calculating
the standard error of estimate, TDEV, as mentioned in Chapter
III. These trial runs were made for square, triangular, and
cosine shaped input pulses with the differential equation
shown in equation t25). The equations that were selected foz
numerical differentiation were the central difference form,
and they are listed in Table 4. Note that for the eighth
..	
_ L . _.	 ^ ^1._.
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TABLE 4
EQUATIONS FOR DIFFERENTIATION OF INPUT FUNCTIONS
FOR RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM
Derivative	 Equation (Derivative oentered a ground point i}
dX/dt (Xi+x - Xi-i}/aet
d2X/dt2 (Xi+1 - 2Xi + Xi-1}/ot2
d3X/dt8 (Xi+2 ^' 2Xi+1 + 2X i-1 `" Xi-2} /2At3
d4X/dt4 (Xi+2 ^" 4Xi+^. + 6X i - 4Xi-1 + Xi_2} /^t4
d5X/dt5 (Xi+3 - 4Xi+2 + 5Xi+l - 5Xi-i + 4Xi-2
- xi-3}/2at5
d5X/dt6 (Xi+^ -^ 6Xi+2 + 15Xi+1 - 20Xi + 15X i- i - 6Xi _2
+ Xi-3)/At6
d^X/dt^ (Xi+4 - 6Xi+3 + 14Xi+2 - 14Xi+1 + ^.4Xi_1
- 14X iT2 + 6Xi-3 Xi-4}/2pt^
d8X/dt8 (Xi+,^ "' 8Xi+3 + 28Xi+2 - 56Xi+1 + 70Xi
- 56X iW1 + 28Xi_ 2 ^" 8Xi-3 + Xi-4}/^t8
I
i
^.	 ^ .i3	 .._ .	 ...._
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derivative, the function needs to be defined four steps in
front of the point i and four steps behind. The results of
the first trial far six cases are shown in Table 5,
The modification that was incorporated into Gill's
equations is the changes in the driving function term X.
Examination of the terms K l , KZ eta. indicates that the dif-
ferential equation and its integrals are solved at four loca-
tions as follows: 1} at the present step i, Kl ; 2) at a step
half way across the increment length with a correction to Zl,
K^; 3) at the same half--way location with a second correction
to Z i , K^; and 4} at the next step location i+l with a third
correction to Zi, K4. After considerable data analysis it
became clear that the calculation of K2 , K3 and K^ would be
better predictions of the values at the i+^ and i+l locations
if the forcing function part, Xi, of Zi was permitted to
change. The changes were the average value of Xi and Xi+l at
the i+^ location and the Xi+ l value in the K4 calculation.
It was noted that the time term, t, changes in a similar man-
ner in the K2 , K^ and Kg calculations. This relatively
simple change in point of view as to how the driving function
is treated had a dramatic effect on the results.
The results of the final runs with the modification of
the Gi11's equations is shown in Table 6 for selected cases.
With the changing of X in the calculation of the K`s in equa-
tion {24), the TDEV calculation for a cosine pulse input
__ e ^
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE FOR DIFFERENTIA, EQ,dATION SOLVER
ANU DECONVOLUTION ALGORITHM WITH GILL'S EQUATIONS
TABLE 5
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TDEV
n ^ fhP/fn Cosine Square Triangle
0 0.01 0.1 0.005238 0.03709 O.Ofl5640
1 0.01 0.1 0.01250 0.05588 0.01119
2 0.03. 0.1 0.01243 0.05579 0.01256
3 0.01 0.1 0.01247 0.05539 0.01117
5 0.01 0.1 0.0].253 0.05537 0.01123
6 0.01 0.1 0.03.254 0.05350 0.01120
0 1.66 1.45 0.005894 0.02606 0.005273
1 1.66 1..45 D.01276 0.06212 0.01144
2 1.66 3..45 0.01239 0.05797 D.01109
3 1.66 1.45 0.01256 0.05546 0.01123
5 1.66 1.45 0.0.253 0.05509 0.01121
6 1.66 1.45 0,01251 0,05660 0.01122
Nate 1. ^u1se length, fnTp = 8.0; increment size,	 jj
Atfn =	 0.1. 1
Note 2. A11 calculations for n greater than 2 must be
done in double precision.
e
3
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TABLE 6
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER
AND DECONVOLUTTON ALGORITHM FOR EQUATION (25)
TDEV
n ^ fhp/fn Cosa.ne Square Triangle
0 0.03. 0.1 0.0001060 0.02049 0.0006679
1 0.01 0.1 0.0002916 0.03138 0.001067
2 0.03. 0.1 0.0004053 0.03417 0.001100
3 0.03. 0.1 0.000533.0 0.03719 0.001470
5 0.01 0.1 0.0007273 0.03927 0.001661
6 0.01 0.1 0.0006546 0.03810 0.003.593
0 1.66 1.45 0.0001216 0.01537 0.0005176
1 1.66 1.45 0.0002335 0.02625 0.0008320
2 1.66 1.45 0.00033.52 0.03020 0.0009995
3 1.66 1.45 0.0004904 0.03467 0,001295
5 1.56 1.45 0,0005937 0.03596 O.OQ1438
6 1.66 1.45 0.005330 0.03b10 0.001380
Note 1. Pulse 3.ength, fnTP = 8.0; increment sire,
q tfn = 0.1.
Note 2. A11 calculations for n greater than 1 must be
done in double precision.
1^^2
improved by a factor of 50:7.. and, for a triangular and a
square pulse, the improvement was 12:1 and 2:7. respectively.
One significant reason for the improvement in the re-
sults is the influer.^e of phase shift on the TDEV results.
•	 This modification of Gill's equations has sol^red most of the	 "^
phase shift problems between the input pulse and the deconvo-
lution pulse and thus there was a significant lowering of the
TDEV results for the cosine and the triangular pulses.
The square pulse test did not show as goad an improve-
ment in TDEV with the modified equations becausF• of th^^ large
	
i
error of estimate in the ±2 increments on either side of the
step changes. Thus, for square pulses, the TDEV is primarily
i
a function of the increment step size of the computation.
A sample of the computer subroutines used in Fortran
i
1V language to salve a differential. equation is shown in
Figures 74 and 75. 	 ^{
Fi
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;'	 OOOt 5U8Ri3Uii :VE RKGILL (%, XHAX , 7,XtFtCP,K,t3vGvl!•ESXoIFE# NGT,ZtI
0002 INTEGER LP,GR
Ot303 DIHEiv5IflN	 GiII,XIL} , LL(11,YG110l , Ft10)	 , Y[50D,b1
OOD4 GAMMON LQ,CR,F}T, TPLLSE
D005 J = 2
DD06 XG	 = X(11
OODT OE1	 °	 I	 =	 1 ,"y
4008 5 YG t t)	 ^	 Y{ L, I}
fl009 S IF	 {XG - XMAX } 6,b,7
0010 6 CALL RUNGS	 tIV,YG,F^XC,XifrCR,M,K!
'	 0011 GO	 TE7	 { l 0, ZG ! s K
OO1Z LO GUN3iNUf	 '
0013 GD	 TiJ	 (101,102,103,104,LC5},iFUNCT
OOL4 101 GALL FUNCT1I .l.M,C,YGvFHIGHD , ZivIHAXI
00 I S Gfl	 Ti]	 30
QOIb 102 CALL FUNGT2tJ , M,G,YGsFHiGHD , Z1viHAX}
DD 17 GD	 TEl	 30
OD18 303 GALL FU^vGT3tJ,M,C,YC,FFEiGHD,ZirIMAXI
00 to GO	 )U	 3C
00'23 104 OUTPUT	 *Ft.GTION 4 Wt 55ING'
ao21 caLL EXIT
DD22 1G^ GALL	 FUNCT5tJ,M,G,YL,Fi^IGHD,ZI,IHAX}
0023 30 C[3N i It:UE
0074 Fti)	 ^ FHiGHD
0025 DO	 35	 I	 =l,N
0026 15 F(t)	 =	 YCtI-11
0027 GO	 i0	 6
0028 20 DD	 c5	 i	 =	 LAN
0029 25 Y(J,1}	 =	 YG{II
0030 Xt J)	 _	 %C
'	 0031 J	 J	 +	 1
'	 DD32 G4 TV	 E
0033 7 CO"ATINUe
0034 RETLRN
003ti EVC
f
0001 si11jRUUTIkE	 RUNGS	 { M1i ,Y,F,X,H,H,K}
0002 G THt5 ^JUT^,vE PERFEiRMS RI,NGE
— KUTTA GALGULATICN5 8Y GILLS HETh00
0003 DIMEN5iDN	 Ytl},F{11,Q(LO!
0004 !^	 = M	 +	 1
0045 GO	 Ti4	 (1, 4, 5, 3, 71 ,H
0006 1 OU	 2	 I	 =	 1,N
0007 2 G{I}	 =	 G.0
Dana A = D,s
D009 GD TU 9
0010 G A = k. +	 1./{ 2)**0.5	 ----SECG{^D Gi LLS CONSTANT
0011 3 A = 1.7071C8?811865475244
0012 4 X = X * 0.5*H
0013 5 DD	 E	 I	 =	 1,:^
001^^ Y(i}	 =	 Y(i}	 *	 A*(FLti *Fi 	-^	 Q(I}	 )
OOi:5 6 9{il	 =	 2. $ A*W*FlI}	 *	 [ 1.	 - 3.*A}*0tll
DDIb C II =	 1, -	 1./St'rRTt 2. } ----	 FiRSi G;LLS CONSTANT
0017 a = 0.292832188134524756
0018 Gfl TO y
oDt9 7 Oo	 F	 I	 =	 },Ir
0020 8 Y(i1	 =	 YtI{ ¢ H*FRID/6.	 -	 C41}/3.
0021 M = C
g0iZ K	 2
0023 G[)	 ff3	 1C
00?4 9 K	 =	 1
Doz y 10 4ET{;RN
0026 E'VC
Fig. 74. Subroutines, R.K. Gi1.l and Rixnge
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0001 SURi^I;I.TIIYE	 Ll; FILT'{C ,N,%,Z^,ZDkC(;N)
0002 INTi:i;s=R	 CR,LP
00133 f)iMEVSiGt^	 Ctl1aX[LIaZ2{!},ZI3EC1=1V411
00{34 CO^+IM^iiy	 LP,CR,DT,TPl.L5E, 	 Y[5C^0,6}
0005 FL PA 55 = 3CGL'CC.0
0006 WL	 =	 FLPASS^E.2831>:5
0007 WL Th	 =	 ^i.^ 4nL	
.^.
0008 ZLP = C. CS
0009 ZLP =	 0.2
0010 C{ i }	 =	 Z.'^ [ i.+ZL.P }/{hLrt~L^1+L} 	 ^
OOL1 GI2}	 =	 2.^{1.+2.^ZLP1/{ti~L=t+t.}	 a
e
0013 C{41	 =	 1.0
3014 Ci 5 }	 =	 1^L^ 4rL^^L^4+L
001 S G { ^ }	 =	 1. / { hL TH*^ 4. }
OOIb CZ 7}	 =	 4./{4+LTF1#^3.)	 i
0017 C{ 9 }	 _	 ^./ [ WLT'HY4ILTN}	 ;
00 L9 IFU'vG1'	 =	 5
0020 E)f]	 :^	 1	 =	 L , I 0
0021 S ZDECQ^{I!	 = C.0
^:	 0322 VM ^	 =	 ,r	 —'	 S
0024 8 ZOECUIJ{ 13	 =	 C.0
3oz5 xMAx	 =	 x{ri }
0025 M	 =	 C
0027 ^lVAK	 =	 4
0029 E)^l	 1C	 ,}=Lat^VAR
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